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Superconductivity and ferromagnetism are antagonistic types of ordering, and their mutual ef-
fects give rise to several interesting phenomena which have recently been studied in rare earth
compounds. A theoretical analysis shows that while a ferromagnetic superconductor is a type II
superconductor near the superconducting transition point Tcl, it becomes a type I superconduc-
tor near the ferromagnetic transition point TM. A new theory derived for the case TM •<7'cl

predicts the formation of a transverse domain-like magnetic structure near TM. In clean super-
conductors the electron spectrum is gapless. A change in the behavior from type II to type I upon
cooling to TM has been observed experimentally in ErRh4B4. Experimental data on ErRh4B4,
HoMo6Sg, and HoMo6Seg prove the existence of superconductivity and a magnetic ordering
below TM.
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1. INTRODUCTION Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory was worked out.1

As the coexistence phase in a type I superconductor, Ginz-
Superconductivity and magnetism represent types of burg studied the Meissner ferromagnetic superconducting

ordering which compete with each other, so that whether the state, in which the magnetic moment and the superconduc-
two types of ordering can coexist in the same crystal is by no tivity order parameter are homogeneous throughout the
means a trivial question. There are two mechanisms for the sample (Fig. 1). In this state the magnetic induction in the
mutual effects of the magnetic moments and the supercon- sample is zero, since the magnetic field induced by the mo-
ducting electrons: the electromagnetic and exchange mecha- ments is cancelled by the superconducting currents which
nisms. flow along the surface of the sample, in a layer with a thick-

The electromagnetic mechanism for the suppression of ness of the order of the London penetration depth A L. Not-
superconducting pairing by the magnetic induction in a fer- ing that the induction of a ferromagnet is large in compari-
romagnet was studied by Ginzburg back in 1956, before the son with the critical field of a superconductor, Ginzburg1
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FIG. 1. Meissner superconducting ferromagnetic phase. The arrows show
the directions of the screening currents js flowing along the surface of the
sample and of the magnetization M in the sample.

and Zharkov70 concluded that a coexistence phase was pos-
sible only in exceptional cases, when the effect of the magnet-
ic induction was suppressed for some reason (e.g., in a thin
film or in a state with a moment directed opposite to the
external field). In ordinary bulk samples, in contrast, the
onset of ferromagnetic order would essentially rule out any
subsequent development of superconducting pairing.

The reciprocity of this antagonism between supercon-
ductivity and ferromagnetism in terms of the electromagnet-
ic mechanism was established in some later studies by
Blount and Varma,25 Ferrel et a/.,26 and Matsumoto et a/.27

If, during cooling, the superconducting transition occurs at
a temperature above that corresponding to the magnetic
transition, the long-range part of the magnetic field, i.e., the
long-range part of the magnetic dipole interaction of the mo-
ments, is screened by Meissner currents. The long-range
part of the interaction of the moments always promotes the
establishment of a ferromagnetic state, so that superconduc-
tivity prevents the formation of a ferromagnetic phase by
lowering the temperature at which it would appear.

The second mechanism for the interaction between su-
perconductivity and magnetism—the exchange (EX) mecha-
nism—was proposed by Matthias, Suhl, and Corenzwit.2 In
a magnetically ordered state, the conduction electrons are
acted upon by the exchange field of the magnetic moments.
The spins of the electrons in a Cooper pair are in opposite
directions; the exchange field tends to put them in the same
direction, thereby preventing singlet superconducting pair-
ing. This effect has been labeled the "paramagnetic effect"
(see Ref. 4). Superconducting pairing is also suppressed by
the exchange scattering of electrons by the moments, since
this scattering always disrupts the singlet state of the Cooper
pair. This scattering has been studied in detail by Abrikosov
and Gor'kov3 and has been termed "magnetic scattering"; it
occurs in both a paramagnetic phase and a magnetically or-
dered phase.

Anderson and Suhl7 showed that according to the ex-
change mechanism for the interaction between ferromagne-
tism and superconductivity the effects of the two would
again be mutual, since the onset of magnetism is less likely
from the energy standpoint in a superconducting state than
in a normal state. The exchange interaction of localized mo-
ments and conduction electrons leads to an indirect interac-
tion of the localized moments through conduction electrons;
this is the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) inter-
action. According to the RKKY interaction, the ferromag-
netic-ordering temperature is determined by the paramag-
netic susceptibility of the electron system. The contribution
of the long-range part of the RKKY interaction, which al-

ways promotes a ferromagnetic ordering, is proportional to
the electron paramagnetic susceptibility %c (q) at the wave
vector q = 0. In a superconducting state the susceptibility
Xt (0) is lower because of the gap at the Fermi surface, and the
transition to a ferromagnetic ordered phase will be sup-
pressed.

It is clear that the mutual effects could be strong only in
the case of ferromagnetism and superconductivity. In an an-
tiferromagnet the average magnetic induction and the aver-
age exchange field are very small in a region with a size of the
order of the superconducting correlation length, so that the
mutual effects of superconductivity and antiferromagnetic
ordering will be weak if the exchange scattering is weak.
Working from arguments of this type, Baltensperger and
Strassler39 concluded that the coexistence of antiferromag-
netism and superconductivity was possible, and later calcu-
lations1 18-123-127 and experiments have confirmed this con-
clusion. In the case of ferromagnetism, in contrast, the
resultant effects of the electro-magnetic and exchange mech-
anisms essentially rule out a simple coexistence; all that oc-
curs is a first-order S-FN transition between a nonmagnetic
superconducting (S) phase and a ferromagnetic normal (FN)
phase (according to Gor'kov and Rusinov5), or there is a
coexistence of superconductivity and a modified magnetic
ordering. The possibility of this second situation was first
predicted by Anderson and Suhl7 in 1959 on the basis of the
exchange mechanism. These arguments were subsequently
extended in Refs. 25-27 to systems in which only the electro-
magnetic mechanism is operating.

We mentioned earlier that according to the exchange
mechanism the paramagnetic susceptibility of electrons with
a zero wave vector, x» (0), decreases in a superconductor,
resulting in a suppression of the temperature of ferromagne-
tic ordering (Fig. 2). Anderson and Suhl noted, however,
that the effect of Cooper pairing on the electron susceptibil-
ity x* (q) decreases with increasing wave vector q, so they
concluded that in the presence of superconductivity magne-
tism should arise not as a ferromagnetic order but as an inho-
mogeneous magnetic structure. Assuming that the magnetic
transition temperature TM lies well below the superconduct-
ing critical temperature Tcl, Anderson and Suhl described
Xs (<l) by the expression

x.(q)~i—2i^-«2?2' (i.i)
which holds at T = 0 and if q£o> 1 • The quantity a ~ k f l in
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FIG. 2. Electron paramagnetic susceptibility x* as a function of the wave
vector q. Solid line—in the superconducting state at T<TC;x* reaches a
maximum at QM =;(a2J:0)~ "3. Dashed line—in the absence of supercon-
ductivity; the susceptibility reaches its maximum at q = 0.
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(1.1) is the magnetic rigidity (the magnetic correlation
length), of the order of an atomic length, and |"0 is the super-
conducting correlation length. The temperature at which
magnetic ordering with a wave vector q arises is proportional
to Xs (*l)- After determining the value of q corresponding to
the maximum of #s(q), Anderson and Suhl found the wave
vector of the inhomogeneous magnetic structure at the point
of its appearance, QM ss(o2|"0)~

1/3; here |'0~1<CM<a~1.
since |"0>a. An inhomogeneous magnetic order with a wave
vector Q in the interval a~1>C>|'o~' can coexist with su-
perconductivity since it has only a slight effect on the super-
conductivity by virtue of the second of these inequalities,
and at the same time it differs only slightly from a ferromag-
netic state in terms of energy by virtue of the first inequality.
Clearly, a situation of this sort is possible because the mag-
netic correlation length a is small in comparison with the
superconducting length £0; of the two antagonistic types of
order, that which is modified is that which has the smaller
rigidity (or correlation length). In this case it is the magnetic
order which changes, and Anderson and Suhl labeled the
magnetic structure in the coexistence phase a "cryptoferro-
magnetic" structure.

According to the electromagnetic mechanism, the be-
havior of the magnetic order in the coexistence phase is anal-
ogous. Since a magnetic field which varies over space is
screened less than a uniform field is, a nonuniform magnetic
structure arises in the superconducting phase below TM. Its
wave vector Q corresponds to a minimum of the magnetic-
nonuniformity energy and of the interaction of the supercon-
ductivity with the magnetic field induced by the localized
moments:

lM<.l2^M^f, <L 2>

where Mq andA,, are the Fourier transforms of the magneti-
zation and of the vector potential of the magnetic induction.
Assuming qA L > 1, we can write i[<l\ ] = 4irMq, and after a
minimization we find25'27 Q~(a/LL)~1/2.

Anderson and Suhl7 and some subsequent investiga-
tors25"27'35'36 found the wave vector of a nonuniform mag-
netic structure at the point of its appearance, TM. The subse-
quent theoretical effort was aimed at identifying the type of
magnetic structure and the features of the superconducting
characteristics of the coexistence phase in the temperature
range in which the magnetization is not yet small. It turned
out that the answers to the questions posed depend strongly
on which type of interaction (exchange or electromagnetic) is
considered. Working from the exchange mechanism for an

FIG. 4. Domain magnetic structure in the coexistence phase of uniaxial
ferromagnets. The arrows show the directions of the magnetic moments in
the domains.

isotropic system, Bulaevskii et al.24 found that a helicoidal
magnetic structure occurs in the coexistence phase (Fig. 3),
while far from the point TM in a pure superconductor the
superconductivity is gapless in nature. Upon cooling, a coex-
istence phase of this type survives even in strong exchange
fields. It was clear, however, that the conclusion that the
magnetic structure has a spiral nature applies only to the
model isotropic system. A magnetic anisotropy localizes the
change in the magnetization direction within domain walls
and transforms the spiral structure into a domain structure
(Fig. 4). The possibility that a domain structure could occur
in a coexistence phase was first pointed out by Fulde and
Ferrell.77 They also found the period of this domain struc-
ture in weak exchange fields, i.e., near TM.

According to the electromagnetic mechanism, a phase
with a spiral structure is also established26'27 below TM, but,
when the magnetic anisotropy is taken into account, a struc-
ture of a domain type has a lower energy.9'28 Upon cooling
there can be a transition from this phase into another coexis-
tence phase—one with a lattice of spontaneous vorti-
ces28"31'122 (Fig. 5)—or directly into a ferromagnetic normal
phase, depending on the value of the Ginzburg-Landau pa-
rameter x. This research direction is reviewed by Tachiki31

and Ishikawa92; see also the reviews by Fulde and Keller111

and Izyumov and Skryabin.134

The coexistence phase was studied in Refs. 32-34,
where the exchange and electromagnetic mechanisms were
considered, as was a magnetic anisotropy in the region of
strong depairing fields. This study was carried out on the
basis of the microscopic BCS theory and Gor'kov's equa-
tions or Eilenberger's corresponding semiclassical equa-
tions. The results derived in those studies therefore give a
complete quantitative description of real systems, including

FIG. 3. Helicoidal magnetic order of the moments in the coexistence
phase of isotropic ferromagnets. The arrows show the directions of the
moments in the sample.

FIG. 5. Coexistence phase with spontaneous vortices. Arrows—direc-
tions of the moments in the sample; circles—superconducting vortex cur-
rents; hatched regions—normal bases of the vortices.
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the most interesting systems, with a strong superconducting
pairing near the magnetic transition, i.e., systems with

It was found in Refs. 32-34 and also in some earlier
studies35'38 that the exchange mechanism dominates the for-
mation of the coexistence phase even if its contribution (0ex)
to the ferromagnetic-ordering energy is small in comparison
with the corresponding electromagnetic contribution, 6^
(per localized moment at T = 0). The reason is that the effect
of the nonuniform magnetic field on the superconductivity
weakens with increasing wave vector of the magnetic struc-
ture, Q, far more rapidly than does the effect of the nonuni-
form exchange field, and the difference between their effects
on the superconductivity is characterized by the small pa-
rameter 0ein /6?ex (A L Q )2. We will see below that in a real com-
pound the parameter of the electromagnetic mechanism,
f?em, is comparable in magnitude to the exchange parameter
0ex, so that the large factor (2/lL)2=s/l i/a£0 makes the
structure of the coexistence phase depend primarily on the
exchange mechanism; the role played by the electromagnetic
mechanism becomes one of simply making the nonuniform
magnetic structure a transverse structure and substantially
reducing the magnetic fluctuations and their effect on the
superconductivity above JM.

Spin-orbit scattering suppresses the effect of the ex-
change field on superconductivity, increasing the electron
paramagnetic susceptibility119 ̂ f. Estimates show, how-
ever, that the complete suppression of the exchange mecha-
nism and the dominance of the electromagnetic interaction
become possible only in very dirty samples, in which the
electron mean free path approaches the interatomic dis-
tance. Consequently, the theory of Refs. 32-34 unambi-
guously predicts, for ferromagnetic superconductors which
are not very dirty, a one-dimensional transverse domain
magnetic structure with a wave vector Q~(ag0)~

1/2 in the
coexistence phase, and it predicts that the superconductivity

of this phase in clean crystals will be of a gapless nature in the
range of strong exchange fields.

Less-definite conclusions about the properties of the co-
existence phase and the conditions for its appearance can be
drawn from experiments on magnetic superconductors. The
first studies carried out by Matthais, Suhl, and Corenzwit2

were devoted to superconductors with magnetic impuri-
ties—rare earth (RE) ions. These experiments yielded no
definite information about the possible coexistence of mag-
netic long-range order and superconductivity, since the
magnetic impurities in the samples in those expeirments
could form clusters which would make the system magneti-
cally inhomogeneous. It was also learned that the order of
the localized moments in systems of this sort is a spin-glass
order without any genuine long-range order (see the reviews
by Maple6 and Ishikawa92). The current stage of experimen-
tal study of magnetic superconductors began in roughly
1976 after the synthesis of ternary compounds with a regular
lattice of rare earth elements, e.g., (RE)Rh4B4 and (RE)
Mo6S8. Some of these compounds turned out to be supercon-
ducting, and neutron-scattering measurements revealed that
the crystals go into a magnetically ordered state at low tem-
peratures, TM < Tcl (Tables I and II). It was found that the
appearance of antiferromagnetic order does not destroy su-
perconductivity ,10~12 but the formation of ferromagnetic
long-range order in ErRh4B4 and HoMo6S8 is accompanied
by a transition from a superconducting state to a ferromag-
netic normal state at the point13"15 Tc2. Neutron-scattering
measurements carried out by Lynn et al. 15~18 for polycrystal-
line HoMo6S8 samples, by Moncton et al.19 for polycrystal-
line ErRh4B4 samples, and by Sinha et al.20 for a single crys-
tal of this compound showed that the magnetic ordering
occurs at a temperature TM > Tc2, and in the interval
between TM and Tc2 there is a superconducting phase with a
nonuniform magnetic structure. These experimental facts
confirm the predictions of Anderson and Suhl. Table II lists

TABLE I. Basic properties of the ternary borides and chalcogenides.

Compound

YRh4B4

LuRhjB4

SmRh4B4

HoRh4B4

ErRh4B4 *)
TmRh4B4

LuMo6S8

GdMo6S8

TbMo6S8

DyMo6S8

ErMo6Sg

ErMo6Se8

LuMo6Se8

HoMo6Se8

Y

10.8
11.5
2.7

—
7.2
9.8

2,2
1.4
2.04
2.05
2,2
6,0
6.2
5,5

Jef(

—
1/2
1/2

—

—
1/2

Tr

—
0,87
6,7
0,2
0.4

—
0.84
1.05
0,4
0,2
1.1

—
0,53

<»ez,
K

—

2,4
1.1

0,3

—
0.5
0.32
0.17
0,06

—
0.14**)

V

—

4.3
1,8

—
0.6
0,9
1,2
0,2

—

Magnetic
structure

_

—
AF
F

AF
AF, complicated

—
AF
AF
AF
AF

AF, complicated

—
F

N(0)
states

eV-spin-RE

5,5
5,5

5,13

»3

«6.5
«6.5

Reference

106, 112

108, 112

57, 106, 107

10«, 107, 112

135, 136

57, 60, 106, 107,
112, 139

107

107, 108

107, 108

107, 108

107, 108

107, 108

107, 108

151

•Modification with a body-centered structure.
"Estimate based on the difference betweeen the values of 7*cl for LuMo6Se8 and HoMo6Se8.
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TABLE II. Basic properties of the returning superconductors ErRh4B4 and HoMo6Sg.

Compound

ErRh4B4

HoMo6S8

Compound

ErRh4B4

HoMo6S8

Compound

ErRh4B4

HoMo6S8

JV-i (.0),
K • spmx

•RE

1850

3600

H*2(0),
kOe

10 a
4,8f

!lp,

io'cm/s

1.3a

l,8b

•n, cm~3

1022

4-1021

Tcr
K

8.7

1,8

AO, K

I O C

4 C

X L (0) ,
A

900 a

1200d

11 ([M.B]O)' B <°>'kOe »•». K

5.6 6,5 4)
9,1 4.8 24 g

TM, K d = n/Q, A

1 .0 k 45-50 1
'0,74 1 lOOn

a, A

im
2,5m

rca. *

0.8k
0,7 \

lo, A

210<«(||a)
160° (||c)

1500

eex- K

0,87 h
0,15 i

q2
SC2

0,35 «

I, A An, K

»£o 15,5

60 e 3.2

3 j
0,9 j

(S<C,V

0.56"

8em. K

1.8
1,3

T(c) Krc2' K

0.62 1

• According to Ref. 47; b Ref. 1 09; C20 = 1 . 16Tm ; A from N (0) and VF ; ' from H *2 (0) from Ref. 1 5 and
£0;

 f Ref. 1 5; e from #„ ; h 0a = h 1 n(0); 'Ref. 108, <?„ ~ #„ ; >T~. ' = 2^6^ ; kRef. 20; 'Ref. 1 17; "from
Q and £0; "Ref. 18.

the wave vector Q of the nonuniform magnetic order along
with data on Tc2, TM, and Tcl. It was later found that the
behavior of re-entrant superconductors, i.e., superconduc-
tors which exhibit a transition to a ferromagnetic normal
phase upon cooling, is not universal. There is no coexistence
phase in ErRh^Snjs (Ref. 21), Tm2Fe3Si5 (Refs. 15 and
122), or Ho0.6Er04Rh4B4 (Refs. 22 and 23); they convert di-
rectly from a nonmagnetic superconducting phase to a ferro-
magnetic normal phase at the first-order transition point
TC2.

The theory for the coexistence phase with a domain
structure (a DS phase)32"34 is in basic agreement with experi-
mental data on the returning magnetic superconductor Ho-
Mo6S8. However, only poly crystalline samples of this com-
pound are available, and it is not possible in this case to
unambiguously determine the magnetic structure of the co-
existence phase. Furthermore, the HoMo6S8 samples are
dirty superconductors, and in them there is no gapless super-
conductivity in the coexistence phase. There has accordingly
been particular interest in the re-entrant superconductor
ErRh4B4, which has been synthesized in the form of single
crystals20 and deposited films.136 Neutron-scattering mea-
surements by Sinha et al.20 with a single crystal and also
some earlier measurements by Moncton et al.19 with poly-
crystalline samples show that the volume of the ErRh4B4

sample occupied by the coexistence phase with the inhomo-
geneous magnetic structure is very small. This fact is at odds
with the theoretical predictions of Refs. 24-34. The reason
for the anomalous behavior of ErRh4B4 has yet to be identi-
fied, but the difference between the Mossbauer and neutron-
scattering measurements of the moment in the low-tempera-
ture magnetic phase110'140 (below Tc2) seems to be evidence
of an irregular asperomagnetic order in the samples.40'141 All
the theoretical studies of the coexistence phase24"34 have
been carried out under the assumption of a regular magnetic
subsystem. The conclusions reached there have not been ap-

plicable to compounds with a pronounced magnetic disor-
der, which would suppress the formation of a coherent inho-
mogeneous magnetic structure.

Experiments carried out on ErRh4B4 single crystals by
Crabtree et al.41 and Behroozi et al.66 have shown that the
properties of ferromagnetic superconductors at tempera-
tures slightly above TM are no less interesting than those in
the coexistence phase. Here, however, the distinctive behav-
ior is seen only in the presence of an external magnetic field.
As the temperature approaches TM, the polarization of the
localized moments in the magnetic field increases, and there
is a corresponding increase in the role played by the ex-
change field of the localized moments, which—along with
the magnetic induction—determines the conditions for the
appearance of a superconducting nucleation center. As a re-
sult, because of the increase in the magnetic susceptibility of
the localized moments as T-^>TM, the upper critical magnet-
ic field Hc2 for the transition from the normal state to the
superconducting state may decrease more rapidly than the
thermodynamic field Hc, and the stage is set for a change in
the type of superconductivity from type II near Tcl to type I
near TM. In a clean superconductor, in contrast, an inhomo-
geneous superconducting state of the Larkin-Ovchinnikov-
Fulde-Ferrel type occurs near TM. Magnetic superconduc-
tors, in particular, ErRh4B4, thus present a unique
opportunity for studying this interesting superconducting
phase.

Finally, there is yet another interesting aspect to the
question of the coexistence of magnetism and superconduc-
tivity. Matthias and Suhl103 suggested back in 1960 that su-
perconductivity might be preserved in a ferromagnetic nor-
mal phase near domain walls, where the magnetization
reverses direction, and where the destructive effect of the
exchange field is weakened. The question of the existence of
superconducting domain walls has been taken up in several
subsequent studies,104'105'147-149 but it has yet to be finally
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resolved.
In Section 2 of the present review we outline the basic

information available on the structure and magnetic interac-
tions in ternary compounds. In Section 3 we examine the
behavior of ferromagnetic superconductors above TM. In
Section 4 we describe methods for calculating the coexis-
tence phase, determine the roles played by the electromag-
netic and exchange mechanisms in the formation of this
phase, and find its basic characteristics. Section 5 compares
theoretical predictions with experimental data on ferromag-
netic superconductors. In the Conclusion we summarize the
most interesting properties of magnetic superconductors
and the problems which require further research.

2. INTERACTION OF CONDUCTION ELECTRONS AND
MAGNETIC MOMENTS

a) Structural features of magnetic superconductors and
Hamiltonian of the magnetic and electron systems

About 15 classes of superconducting ternary com-
pounds are now known,41-43'106'116 and five of them contain
systems in which a superconducting transition and a mag-
netic transition have been found. Among these classes of
compounds are the ternary borides (RE)(T)4B4, where the
transition metal T is Rh or Ir; chalcogenides of molybdenum
and rare earth metals of the type (RE)Mo6(X)g (X = S, Se);
silicates of transition and rare earth metals of the type
(RE)2(T)3Si5 (T = Fe, Co) and (RE)Rh2Si2 (Ref. 116); and the
ternary stannides (RE)TX Sn,, where T = Rh, Os. The ter-
nary borides exhibit a ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic
order (Table I); this class includes the re-entrant supercon-
ductor ErRh4B4 with a primitive tetragonal structure (see
the review by Maple et a/.112) and the antiferromagnetic su-
perconductor ErRh4B4, which has the same composition but
a different (body-centered) crystal structure.135'136 (We will
be using the notation ErRh4B4 to represent a ferromagnetic
superconductor.) The class of chalcogenides also includes
both types of magnetic behavior (see the review by Ishikawa
et al.10S). The class of silicates includes only one re-entrant
ferromagnetic superconductor, TmFe3Si5 with TP

cl ~1.3 K
and Tc2 = TM ~ 1.1 K (Refs. 51 and 112). The rhodium and

(RE)Mo 6 S 8

osmium stannides (ErRhnSn^, ErOsxSn and
TmOsx Sn^,) also exhibit re-entrant superconductivity with
Tcl si. 2 K and Tc2 = TM ^0.6 K, but neutron-scattering
and specific-heat measurements show that compounds of
this class do not have any genuine long-range magnetic order
down to the lowest temperatures, T^Tc2 (Refs. 21, 52, 53,
112, and 113).

In addition to the regular ternary compounds, in the
classes of borides and chalcogenides, there are a large num-
ber of pseudoternary compounds, among which there are re-
entrant ferromagnetic superconductors and antiferromag-
netic superconductors.22'23'54"58'61 As in the stannides, the
arrangement of the localized magnetic moments in these
pseudoternary compounds is an irregular type.

In this review we will be discussing for the most part
ternary compounds with a regular arrangement of magnetic
moments, since it is only for such systems that we have an
adequate theoretical description at this point.

The lattice of the ternary compounds (RE)Rh4B4 and

FIG. 6. Crystal structures of (a) (RE)Mo6S8 and (b) (RE)Rh4B4.

(RE)Mo6Sg is of such a structure that the Rh and B atoms (or
Mo and X atoms, respectively) form clusters which are
bound to each other well but which are separated by rather
large distances from the rare earth atoms (Fig. 6). The mag-
netism is caused by the 4f electrons of the RE atoms, and the
superconducting properties are caused primarily by the d
and s electrons of the transition elements. The RE atoms are
far apart (6.5 A in the chalcogenides and 5.3 A in the bor-
ides), so that there would presumably be essentially no direct
exchange interaction of the localized moments. Calculations
carried out on the band structure of ternary borides and cha-
logenides by Freeman and Jarlborg109 reveal a significant
transfer of electrons from the rare earth atoms to the clus-
ters. As a result, the local density of conducting electron
states at the RE atoms is low: 2-3% of the density at the Mo
atoms in the chalogenides and about 15% of the density at
the Rh atoms in the borides. The exchange interaction of the
4f electrons of the RE atoms and the conduction electrons is
correspondingly weak. The cluster structure of the ternary
borides and chalcogenides, with a significant transfer of elec-
trons from the RE atoms to the clusters, therefore leads to a
weak indirect RKKY interaction, low critical magnetic tem-
peratures (of the order of 1 K), and, ultimately, the possible
coexistence of magnetism and superconductivity.

We will be discussing only those compounds for which
the levels of the 4f electrons of the RE atoms lie significantly
below the Fermi level and whose magnetism can be de-
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scribed by the model of localized moments.1' For such com-
pounds we can use a description which allows us to single out
a magnetic subsystem (regularly positioned localized mo-
ments J in the crystal field) and an electron subsystem. The
interaction of these subsystems occurs through the exchange
and electromagnetic interactions of the localized moments
and the conduction electrons.

In the BCS model for superconducting pairing, the Ha-
miltonian of the complete system of localized moments and
conduction electrons is

A* (r) ̂  (r) iauy (r)

I A ( r ) | 2 B» "I
~ 8n J

, (2-1)

B = rot A;

here A (r) is the superconducting order parameter for singlet
pairing of electrons, ^(r) is a spinor, a is a Pauli matrix, A is
the vector potential, A. is the dimensionless parameter of the
electron-phonon interaction, ^(r) is the exchange integral, g
is the Lande factor, the operator J, represents the angular
momentum at site / with coordinate r, , the term ^cr ( J, )
reflects the effect of the crystal field on the localized mo-
ments, and %fK reflects the scattering of electrons by non-
magnetic impurities. The electron part of the Hamiltonian
describes the Cooper pairing of conduction electrons in the
presence of the exchange field of the localized moments and
the magnetic induction B.

For a given field B, Gibbs averaging with Hamiltonian
(2.1) yields the Gibbs potential. The field B and the thermo-
dynamic potential of the system are found by minimizing the
Gibbs potential with respect to B.

In this section of the review we will be discussing the
interaction of the localized moments in the normal (nonsu-
perconducting) phase.

b) Effects of the crystal field

The crystal field partially lifts the degeneracy in terms
of the directions of the angular momentum, giving rise to
that system of levels for the RE ions which determines their
magnetic behavior in crystal.64'65 Measurements of the spe-
cific heat and Mossbauer studies49'108'1 10?1 12 have shown that
the crystal-field effects in these compounds are important
and that the level splitting energies of an ion in the crystal

"We are eliminating from consideration compounds of the type62-134

Y9Co7, quasi-one-dimensional compounds of the type97 (TMTSF)2PF6

and"6 (RE)Rh2Si2, with delocalized magnetic electrons. A theoretical
approach to the description of systems of this type is set forth in Refs. 63
and 68.

field are usually far larger than the energy of its magnetic
ordering. For this reason, the magnetic properties of most
ternary compounds are determined by the lowest ion level in
the crystal field. This level is usually doubly degenerate.

The effect of ̂ cr thus reduces to replacing the momen-
tum operator J, in (2.1) by the effective-moment operator
/eff = 1/2 and introducing an anisotropy energy. There is
reason to believe that it is precisely this simple situation,
with Jeff = 1/2, which prevails in HoMo6Sg (Ref. 18), al-
though the complete structure of levels of the Ho3+ ion in
this compound has not yet been established.

The situation in ErRh4B4 is slightly more complicated.
The Hamiltonian of the crystal field for this compound has
now been completely determined by Dunlap etal.115-141 from
measurements of the specific heat. The lowest levels are two
doublets; the next two doublets are separated from the first
two by an energy of 1.4 K, which is comparable to the tem-
perature of the magnetic transition. All the other levels of
the ion are significantly higher, and they are unimportant at
temperatures 7"5 7"cl (see also Refs. 43, 44, and 110). The
system of levels from the two closely spaced doublets cannot
be described by introducing an effective moment, but in
terms of its magnetic properties in the normal state the ideal
ErRh4B4 crystal is a standard ferromagnet with a second-
order transition at the Curie point 6 and with an easy-plane
anisotropy; the easy plane is the a, b basis plane of the crys-
tal.40 In the single crystals which have been studied by Sinha
et a/.20-47-48 the moment has been directed in all cases exclu-
sively along one of the equivalent axes, apparently because of
stresses in the sample.

c) Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida indirect exchange
interaction of localized moments in the normal state

The magnetic moments act through the exchange inter-
action to polarize the spins of the conduction electrons, and
this effect gives rise to the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida
(RKKY) indirect exchange interaction of localized mo-
ments. In second order in the exchange interaction of the
localized moments and the electrons in the normal state, we
find from (2.1) an effective RKKY Hamiltonian for the mo-
ments (see Refs. 8 and 111, for example):

X

= -JT 2 J (r) «*', (2.2)

where N is the total number of localized moments, the r, are
the coordinates of the localized moments, ̂ fe (k) is the para-
magnetic susceptibility of the electron gas per localized mo-
ment, in units of gl fj,^ , the vectors G are the reciprocal-
lattice vectors of the RE atoms, and n is the density of
localized moments. The sum over the vectors G allows for
the discrete arrangement of the magnetic ions at the lattice
sites; the sum over q goes over the first Brillouin zone of the
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lattice of localized moments. The last term in square brack-
ets eliminates the self-effect of the moments; it can be dis-
carded, since the corresponding contribution to the energy
does not depend on the state of the magnetic system.

In the sum over q in (2.2), the germs with G = 0 and
q<G represent the long-wavelength part of the RKKY inter-
action. The contribution of this part to the energy of the
ferromagnetic state at T = 0 (per localized moment) can be
written in the form — 0ex, where #ex = h foe (0)> a

h0 = <&(Q)\g - l)n(Jz), and (Jz) is the average value of the
moment in the ferromagnetic normal state (the easy axis is
the z axis). In Hamiltonian (2.1) we find Xe = N(0) is the
density of electron states per localized moment.

The parameter h0, the energy of an electron in the ex-
change field of the localized moments in the ferromagnetic
normal state at T = 0, determines the slight difference
between the energies of the electrons of a Cooper pair, i.e.,
the paramagnetic effect.4

The quantity 0ex =hlN(G) is positive; i.e., the long-
wave part of the exchange interaction always tends to estab-
lish ferromagnetism in the ground state. The contribution of
this part of the exchange interaction to the Curie tempera-
ture Q (in the normal state) is also positive and proportional
to #cx. The superconductivity reduces the paramagnetic sus-
ceptibility of the electron gas, je (q), at small wave vectors,
q S I" 0~'. It is this suppression of the long-wave part of the

RKKY interaction which is illustrated in Fig. 2 (see also
Refs. 137 and 91). That the electron paramagnetic suscepti-
bility decreases below the superconducting transition in ter-
nary borides has been confirmed experimentally by Kuma-
gai and Fradin.67 This decrease is manifested by an increase
in the nuclear relaxation time below Tc in the compound
Erx Y! _ x Rh4B4 (the relaxation rate depends on the RKKY
interaction of the localized moments of the rare earth Er
ions).

Since superconductivity turns off the long-wave part of
the RKKY interaction, the parameter 0ex is a measure of the
interaction energy of the superconducting and magnetic or-
der within the framework of the exchange-interaction mech-
anism. Actually, 0ex is the increase (per localized moment) in
the energy of the ferromagnetic state in the presence of a
superconducting screening of the RKKY interaction at
T=Q.

In the sum over G in (2.2), the terms with G ̂  0 describe
the short-wave part of the RKKY interaction, which is es-
sentially unaffected by the superconductivity. We denote by
— 6 'Cf the contribution of the short-wave part to the energy

of the ferromagnetic normal phase at T = 0; the magnitude
and sign of 0 ^x depend strongly on the electron band struc-
ture through the components of x, (Q + G) with G^O. In
order of magnitude, we have \ 6 £x \ ̂  0CX.

d) Electromagnetic (dipole-dipole) interaction in the normal
state

According to (2.1), the localized moments create a mag-
netic field B, and the interaction through this field leads to a
magnetic dipole-dipole interaction of the localized mo-
ments:

(itJJ,)] , (2.3)

where r,y = r,. — r,- . The contribution of this interaction to
the energy of the ferromagnetic state at T = 0 can be charac-
terized by the parameter 0em = 2irnfii, where fi =
gfiB (Jz ) T= o . The exact magnitude of this contribution and
its sign depend strongly on the type of lattice of the localized
moments. According to calculations by Redi and Ander-
son,68 in a ternary chalcogenide only the magnetic-dipoel
interaction should lead to antiferromagnetic ordering.

For ferromagnetic superconductors it is also conven-
ient to single out the short-wave and long-wave contribu-
tions to the dipole-dipole interaction. Now, however, this
separation can be carried out better in the coordinate repre-
sentation than in the momentum representation.69 We con-
struct a sphere of radius R around the /th dipole, and we
choose/? to satisfy the conditions G ~'<R <</<AL, where*/ is
a scale dimension of the magnetic inhomogeneity under con-
sideration (in the coexistence phase of ferromagnetic super-
conductors, 2d is the period of the magnetic structure). The
interaction of all the moments within this sphere with the /th
moment constitutes the short-wave part of the electromag-
netic interaction, which is not subject to the influence of
superconductivity at R <A L . We denote by — 6 'em the con-
tribution of this part of the interaction to the energy of the
ferromagnetic ground state; the sign of 6 'em depends on the
type of lattice of the localized moments (for a cubic lattice we
would have 0'^ = 0). The interaction of the /th dipole with
the dipoles outside this sphere gives us the long-wave part of
the electromagnetic interaction. This part was calculated in
Ref. 69; the contribution of the long-wave part of the electro-
magnetic mechanism to the energy of the ferromagnetic nor-
mal state at T= 0 is — 0em/3. The long- wave part of the
electromagnetic interaction is similar to the long-wave of the
exchange interaction in that it always promotes ferromagne-
tic ordering, and the total superconducting screening of the
field of the magnetic moments by virtue of the Meissner ef-
fect raises the energy of the ferromagnetic state by an
amount 0em . On the other hand, in the ferromagnetic state at
T = 0 the moments induce a magnetic field B (0) = 4ir(j,n,
which suppresses the superconductivity because of an orbi-
tal effect.4 The mutual effects of the magnetic ordering and
the superconducting pairing can thus be characterized in the
framework of the electromagnetic mechanism by the param-
eters 0em and B (0), which play the same roles as those played
by the parameters 0ex and h0 for the exchange mechanism.
Tables I and II show the parameters 0em and B (0) for certain
compounds. The total contribution of all mechanisms to the
energy of the ferromagnetic normal phase at T = 0 si — 60,
where 00 = 0CX + (0em /3) + 6 'm + 0 '„ .

e) Magnetic functional of a ferromagnet in the normal state

To describe the coexistence phase in ferromagnetic su-
perconductors we will need a functional of the magnetic sub-
system which describes inhomogeneous states near the fer-
romagnetic ground state ("near the ground state" means
that the wave vectors characterizing the inhomogeneity are
small in comparison with G ). This functional can be derived
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easily in the simple approximation of a self-consistent field.
In this approximation, we describe the magnetic system by
the quantities S, , the average values of the moments at sites /'.
We use the normalized values S, = { J, ,)/( Jz > T= 0 , so that
wehaveS2,(r=0)= 1.

To find the magnetic free-energy functional it is suffi-
cient to replace the operators J, in the moment interaction
Hamiltonians (2.2) and (2.3) by their average values and to
add to the resulting interaction energy the functional
F0(S,- ,T) of the noninteracting moments, where crystal-field
effects are taken into account.

We introduce separation into short- and long-wave
parts in the interaction energy of the localized moments, and
we introduce the Fourier components Sq of the quantities
S, . The exchange interaction of the localized moments and
the short-wave part of the electromagnetic interaction can
be written as a functional which is quadratic in the quantities
S, , with coefficients which are analytic in q as q—*Q. The
long-wave part of the electromagnetic interaction can be
found directly from (2. 1 ) by averaging the magnetization S(r)
over a volume of radius R. The complete magnetic func-
tional can then be written in the form

FM^S,, T) = 2 fo(S*

+ 2 - i + SJ (2.4)

where H0 is the external magnetic field, D is the anisotropy
parameter, and F0(S, , T ) is the isotropic part of the functional
of an isolated ion. For an ion with Jca = 1/2 we have

s

F0(S, T)=-T j &i/2 (*) da-,
o

where b }/2(x) is the inverse Brillouin function. For two close-
ly spaced low-lying doublets the functional of an isolatedjon
can be calculated numerically if the Hamiltonian ^°cr ( J) is
known.40

Let us examine the applicability of the self-consistent-
field approximation for describing the magnetism of ternary
compounds. In ordinary ferromagnets with a stong ex-
change interaction, the Curie temperature is #>#em > an<^ the
fluctuational region in these materials is large because of the
short-range nature of the direct or indirect (RKKY) interac-
tion of the localized moments, i.e., because of the small mag-
netic rigidity a . In the compounds with B ~ 6>em , under consi-
deration here, however, the fluctuations are strongly
suppressed by the long-range part of the electromagnetic in-
teraction.32'114 As a result, in the presence of uniaxial anisot-
ropy the fluctuations are the same as in four-dimensional
space, and they grow only logarithmically as the ferromag-
netic point 6 is approached.71 Such fluctuations would not be
noticeable in practice, and a uniaxial ferromagnet with
0 x 0cm could be described highly accurately by the self-con-
sistent-field method. It is this behavior which has been ob-
served72'73 experimentally in HoRh4B4. Accordingly, to de-
scribe the ferromagnetic superconductors we will use the
self-consistent-field approximation, bearing in mind that un-

iaxial anisotropy prevails in the HoMo6S8 crystals and in the
ErRh4B4 samples which have been studied experimentally.

Furthermore, using the simple self-consistent-field ap-
proximation, we are ignoring spin waves. This simplification
is legitimate in the case of pronounced anisotropy, in which
there is a gap in the spin-wave spectrum.

3. PROPERTIES OF FERROMAGNETIC SUPERCONDUCTORS
IN THE NONMAGNETIC SUPERCONDUCTING PHASE
(ABOVE TM)
a) Role of magnetic scattering

We will first estimate the effect of magnetic scattering
on the nonmagnetic superconducting phase S. We will see
that this effect is constant and small over the entire tempera-
ture range Q < T< Tcl in systems with #ex <Tcl . The imposi-
tion of a magnetic field above TM or a transition to a magne-
tically ordered state at T< TM reduces the exchange
scattering. Consequently, over the entire temperature range
in systems such as ErRh4B4 or HoMo6S8 with 0ex ^ TM < Tcl

magnetic scattering can be taken into account simply
through a renormalization of the parameter A0, which is a
measure of the superconducting gap at T = 0 in the absence
of localized moments.

The effect of exchange scattering on the transition tem-
perature TC] can be found from the behavior of Tc(x) in
the series of compounds (RE), Y, _ x Rh4B4 or
(RE).,. Y! _ x Mo6Sg. Since Y3+ is a nonmagnetic ion, the ad-
dition of magnetic RE ions leads to a decrease in Tc . Accord-
ing to the theory of Abrikosov and Gor'kov,3 in the absence
of a crystal field and far from the point TM we have

• r - — # ( 0 ) ^ 7 ? ) te - 1)2 «/(/-!) = - ^ e e x ,
(3.1)

where ^2(q) is the average value of ̂ 2(q) over the change in
the electron momentum on the Fermi surface.

Corresponding data on Tc (x) in ternary borides are re-
ported in Refs. 46, 49, and 1 12; data on ternary chalcogen-
ides are reported in Refs. 50 and 108. Working from these
results and (3. 1), we have calculated the parameters 0ex ; the
results are shown in Tables I and II. Below, working from
the experimental data on Hc2 , we find the parameter values
h0 = 40 K and Qn = 0.9 K in ErRh4B4. Comparison of 0ex

and <?ex for this compound reveals only a small difference,
and expression (3.1) is good enough for an order-of-magni-
tude estimate of 0ex . For the exchange-scattering times TS we
have T~ l(Tcl ) = (drc/dx) (4/ir) = 2;rf?ex . From the data in
Table II we find the critical temperature in the absence of
localized moments to be Tc0 = 11.5 K and 2.5 K for
ErRh4B4 and HoMo6Sg, respectively, and the dimensionless
exchange-scattering parameter xs = [rs(Tcl )A0]~l is small
in these materials (0.15 and 0.25).

As the point of a second-order magnetic transition is
approached, we know that the magnetic fluctuations grow,
and this growth can in principle lead to a growth of T~ '. We
therefore consider the behavior of rs ' as T—>-0. An expres-
sion for rs above 0 has been derived by Rainer120 with
allowance for the interaction of the localized moments in the
static approximation for magnetic fluctuations. When the
crystal field is ignored, this expression can be written as
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g (q) = (4jd*«)-', ?>!„, (3.2)

where the form factor g(q) has the same meaning and the
same q dependence as the difference between the electron
paramagnetic susceptibility and normal phases, jfs(q) and
Xn (q); i-e., *. (q) - *„ (q) = »2f£> at q>£0~' [see (1.1)]. The
static approximation can be used for these compounds with
8x TM <rcl, A0 since the magnon frequencies are small in
comparison with the typical electron frequencies.

The correlation function (Jq J _ q ) in (3.2) satisfies the
sum rule

2 <JqJ_q> = (J + 1) SI,
q

(3.3)

where the sum over q is carried out over the first Brillouin
zone of the lattice of localized moments.

It follows from (3.2) and (3.3) that as the temperature T
approaches the second-order transition point 6 from above
in a ferromagnetic superconductor the quantity r~l in-
creases because of the increase in the correlation functions
{ J, J _ ,, ) with small values of q [they make a large contribu-
tion because of the form factor ̂ (q)]. In the Ornstein-Zernike
approximation, ignoring J;he_ long-range part of the dipole
interaction, we find (Jz,qJz,-q)~(T- 0 + 26^a2q2)~l,
and the quantity T~ ' increases logarithmically as98 7"— »0.
Incorporating the long-range part of the electromagnetic in-
teraction erases this logarithmic growth for crystals with an
easy-axis anisotropy. In this case we have

/z. -„>z, , z . -„ - Q + xaV + eem cos2 q,)- (3.4)

where cp is the angle between q and the easy axis, and the
correlation function { J,q J, _ , } with / = x,y do not diverge
at all as T— +0 because of the magnetic anisotropy. As a result
we may conclude that the temperature dependence of T~ ' in
the interval (6, Tcl}is very weak, and up to the point 0 we can
assume Ts(T)xT,(Tcl ). For compounds with a small param-
eter xs in the temperature region T^Tcl we therefore as-
sume A0= 1.76rcl.

b) The upper critical magnetic field

In calculating the upper critical magnetic field we need
to take into account the orbital effect of the magnetic induc-
tion B = H + B (0)S and the paramagnetic effect of the ex-
change field h = h0S. We will restrict the discussion here to
compounds with TM <Tcl, and we will assume that the mag-
netic scattering is taken into account through a renormaliza-
tion of the parameter A 0. Systems with approximately equal
values of TM and Tcl were studied in Ref. 148.

We note at the outset that there are two factors which
distinguish ferromagnetic superconductors near 6 from or-
dinary superconductors.

a) The magnetization of the localized moments in the
magnetic field leads to a decrease in the thermodynamic
critical field//,, in ferromagnetic superconductors near 6. In
the presence of a field H, the magnetic energy of the local-
ized moments in the normal state decreases substantially
from the value in the superconducting state, since in the lat-

ter the magnetic field in the sample is screened by the super-
conducting currents. As a result we have Hc —>0 as 71—>•#,
because of the increase in the susceptibility of the localized
moments,%m (T), in accordance with the Curie-Weiss law as
the Curie point 6 is approached in the normal phase.

b) The exchange field h suppresses the formation of a
superconducting nucleating region if h becomes comparable
to A0. For a given H as T—>•& we find a growth
h~H(T — 0)~'. As a result of the paramagnetic effect of the
exchange field, the upper critical field Hc2 for the appear-
ance of a superconducting nucleating region also decreases
as T—>•& in compounds with h0>A0. If the decay of #c2 is
more rapid than that of Hc, then we find a type I supercon-
ductor near 9, although far from the point 6 the orbital effect
of the magnetic field is dominant, and here all magnetic su-
perconductors are type II superconductors.

What is the effect of a field directed parallel to the easy
axis? It is for this direction of the field that the susceptibility
of the localized moments in the normal moments in the nor-
mal phase (N) increases without bound as T—>0, and all the
characteristic features of the behavior of ferromagnetic su-
perconductors in a magnetic field are manifested.

In the presence of the magnetic field, four types of su-
perconducting states can exist: a Meissner phase (MS), a vor-
tex state (VS), an inhomogeneous state (LOFF),76'77 and an
intermediate state (IS). In the first phase, the superconduct-
ing order parameter is homogeneous, and the field does not
penetrate into the sample. In the VS phase, this order param-
eter depends on the coordinates (x,y; the field is directed
along the z axis), and the field penetrates into the sample
through the formation of a vortex lattice. In the LOFF phase
the orbit parameter depends on all three coordinates and is
periodic with a period of the order of J"0 at T<Tcl. As in the
VS phase, there is apparently not a complete screening of the
field in the LOFF state. The intermediate phase occurs in the
case of a first-order superconducting transition in a magnet-
ic field in samples with a demagnetizing factor Nz ^0. This
phase is characterized by a layered or filamentary structure
of alternating normal and superconducting regions.

The thermodynamic field Hc for the N-MS transition is
determined by equating the magnetic energy of the normal
phase to the free energy of the superconductor. At T^Tcl,
the latter energy is given by the expression ( — H^ + Hi)/
8irn, whereHc0 = -^4irN(0)A \n, and//a is the applied field,
which is related to the internal field by
Ha = H(l + 4trnxmN2) in the temperature range in which
the magnetization is proportional to the magnetic field. In

As a result we find
H, (T) = #co {[1 + 4nn (N, + 1) Xm] (1

u2

Xm = 7-_0' (3-5)

and Hc~jT-0 forWe have Hc~(T-8] for Nz

Nz = 0 at temperatures near (but not very near) 6. Expres-
sion (3.5) was first derived for the case Nz = 0 by Ma-
chida.150 Figure 7a shows the line HC(T); near B this line
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FIG. 7. H, T phase diagram above TM for various ErRh4B4
samples. The demagnetizing factors are: a—N, = 1/3; b—
N2 = 0; c—N, = 1. The field is directed along the a axis.
MS—Meissner phase; VS—vortex phase; LOFF—inhomo-
geneous superconducting phase; N—normal phase.

separates the N and MS phases, while at higher temperatures
it converts into the line separating the N and VS phases.

We now seek the second-order transition line Hc2(T),
i.e., the line at which a superconducting nucleating region
forms, for clean superconductors. A procedure for calculat-
ing Hc2 with allowance for the orbital and paramagnetic ef-
fects of the magnetic field has been worked out by Gunther
and Gruenberg,79 whose results we will use.

The consequence of the orbital effect is determined by
the critical field H *2 (0) which would be observed in the ab-
sence of localized moments at T = 0. For compounds with
6 < Tc!, this quantity can be determined from data on Hc2 (T)
near Tcl, where the magnetization of the localized moments
has no effects on Hc2(T). In this region we have H*2(T]
~Hc2(T], and for clean superconductors we find H*2(T]
= Q.12Tc(dHc2/dT)T=Tci from the Gor'kov theory.74 At
low temperature, T<g,Tci, taking into account the paramag-
netic effect of the exchange field, we find

P /2 H*2
(3.6)

where the function/fa) was determined numerically in Ref.
79; at a > 1.8, the LOFF phase occurs. If we have a small
parameter p = [AoB(0)/h0H*2(0)]2^l (this is the situation
in HoMo6S8 and ErRh4B4; see the estimates of the param-
eters in Table II), we find «>1 and /(a) ~ 1.07 near 6. For
compounds with/9< 1, which we will be discussing below, we
then find from (3.6)

(3.7)

i.e., the orbital effect of the magnetic induction can be ig-
nored at temperature near 0.

It follows from (3.5) and (3.7) that the shape of the (H,T)
phase diagram depends on the relation between the param-
eters 0ex and ~0em = l.l20mN,(N, + 1). If 0ex >0em, we
have Hc ( T ) > Hc2 near 6, and there is a first-order N-MS or
N-VS transition, depending on the relation between Hc and
the lower critical field Hcl , which separates the VS and MS
phases. As a result, for f?ex > r)em we find the phase diagrams
in Figs. 7a and 7b. On these diagrams, T0 is the tricritical
point, at which the line Hc (T) terminates; here 7'0<0.557'cl .
The point T1, is the intersection of the curves ofHc(T) and
Hc2 (T), while T2 is the intersection of the curves ofHc ( T ) and
Hc, (T). In Fig. 7a we have the MS, VS, and LOFF phases,

while the latter is not present in Fig. 7b. The intermediate
phase is not seen on the (H,T) diagrams, since for this phase
the internal field is constant, equal to Hc . At f?ex < 6m we
ha ve Hc2 ( T } > Hc ( T ) near 0, and in the region 0 < T < T0 the
N-LOFF transition occurs (Fig. 7c). Interestingly, since the
relation between Hc and Hc2 near d depends strongly on the
demagnetizing factor, all three types of phase diagrams can
be produced in a given compound by changing the shape of
the sample.

According to numerical calculations by Nakanishi and
Maki,78 in the absence of an orbital effect the N-LOFF tran-
sition is actually a first-order transition but close to a second-
order transition. The incorporation of the orbital effect
moves the transition closer to second order. As the electron
mean free path decreases, the region with the LOFF con-
tracts.143 Sakai et a/.144 have calculated Hc2 for dirty ferro-
magnetic superconductors. For polycrystalline samples we
need to allow for the anisotropy of the magnetic susceptibil-
ity and for the percolation nature of the transition in the
sample because of the random orientation of crystals with
respect to the applied magnetic field.96 Corresponding cal-
culations have been carried out only for Hc2 in dirty super-
conductors.127'128

c) The lower critical magnetic field

We turn now to the effect of the localized moments on
the screening of the magnetic field in the MS phase.and we
seek the boundary between the MS and VS phases. Examin-
ing the changes in the superconducting and magnetic quanti-
ties over distances of the order of the penetration depth A >£
in a magnetic field H parallel to the z axis, we can write the
field-dependent part of the free-energy function as

8n

B(r)H

..-,].
(3.8)

where Qs (q) is the electromagnetic kernel of the supercon-
ductor. In the homogeneous superconducting phase at /!>£
we can use xs (<}} = 0 and restrict the analysis to the local
approximation for the kernel, Qs (q) = (4irA L )~', where /I L

is the ordinary London penetration depth, A £" 2(0)
= SirN(0)nVf62/3c2. For a single vortex filament running
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along the axis at the point*, >> = 0, the functional (3.8) takes
on the following form (per unit length of the vortex) after a
minimization with respect to Sz (r):

-0.5

where g>(r) is the phase of the superconducting order param-
eter, which changes by 2ir when one goes around the vortex
filament.

A minimization of (3.9) under this condition yields an
equation for B (r). Its solution in the Fourier representation is

nhc (3.10)

It follows from (3.10) that the magnetic field is quantized in
the usual way, since the total flux is Bq = 0 = <f>0. It can also
be seen from (3.9) that the effective field penetration depth A
is reduced in proportion to ^p by the magnetization of the
localized moments; i.e., A=AL^Jp. The term in square
brackets in (3.9) gives us the vortex energy per unit length
after we substitute the solution (3.10). We see from (3.9) that
this energy can be found from the standard expression149 by
replacing A L by A and by multiplying by p. As a result we
find the critical field for the apearance of vortices to be

' VP .- In • (3.11)

i.e., the factor 4p in the expression for Hcl appears only in the
logarithm, and the temperature dependence of Hcl between
Tcl and TM turns out to be essentially the same as in an
ordinary superconductor without localized moments.

Similar results on the change in the penetration depth
and the value of//cl in ferromagnetic superconductors were
derived by Sakai et a/.144 In Ref. 144, however,the calcula-
tion of the parameter p ignored the superconducting screen-
ing of the exchange interaction, since the last term in the
functional (3.8) was omitted. The expression for/) in Ref. 144
is thus a resultant expression, whose denominator lacks the
term 0ex, and the limits/? —»• 0, A. —> 0, and T —> 0 have been
taken. Incorporating the term 0ex leads to almost the stan-
dard temperature dependence of A in systems with
0ex =;0em • A change in the nature of the transition in a mag-
netic field near 9 had been predicted earlier by Tachiki et
a/.30'31 on the basis of a purely electromagnetic interaction of
the electrons and localized moments. The reason for this
change was identified as a change in the nature of the inter-
action of the vortex filaments due to a sharp decrease in /I as
T —>• 6 and a corrsponding decrease inthe Ginzburg-Landau
parameter x at 0ex = 0.

We wish to emphasize that the change in the type of
transition near the point 0 in ferromagnetic superconductors
with a strong exchange interaction is not due to a change in
the Ginzburg-Landau parameter x=A./g. This parameter
remains essentially constant as the temperature is lowered
from Tcl to 6 in systems with 0ex =;0em. The change in the
nature of the transition is a consequence of the decrease in
Hc2 due to the paramagnetic effect of the exchange field,
which is completely unrelated to the parameter x.

0 0.5 1.0 1,5 Z.O
Internal field, kOe

FIG. 8. Magnetization as a function of the internal field along the a axis in
an ErRh4B4 single crystal at 7>3 K (Ref. 66).

d) Experimental data on the critical fields in ErRh4B4

Figure 8 shows the results of measurements of the mag-
netization as a function of the internal field H along the a
axis carried out by Behroozi et a/.66 In an ErRH4B4 single
crystal at various temperatures (the sample was spherical).
In weak fields, up to Hcl, the Meissner regime prevails.
When the field is raised above Hcl, vortices form in the sam-
ple, and the magnetization switches from diamagnetic to
paramagnetic. In fields above the critical field the supercon-
ductivity disappears, and the susceptibility in the normal
region above 3 K is described by the Curie-Weiss law. As the
temperature is lowered, the field interval with the vortex
phase (VS) contracts, and the jump in the magnetization at
the transition to the normal state increases. Figure 9 shows
the temperature dependence of the critical fields along the a
axis and also the c axis.47

We first note that the field along the c axis is determined
exclusively by the orbital effect, since the susceptibility of
the localized moments along the c axis is very small. The
experimental value H(^(TM)/Tcl (dHg/dJ) = 0.66 agrees

8 T,K

FIG. 9. Upper critical magnetic fields along the a and c axes in an
ErRh4B4 single crystal as functions of the temperature.47 Also shown here
is the temperature dependence of H^ along the a axis; the dependence of
Hcl along the c axis is similar.
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well with Gor'kov's theory, confirming the theoretical con-
clusion that the dependence of the exchange-scattering pa-
rameter TS ' is weak in the interval from 9 to 7^,. The behav-
ior of H ($ near Tci is also in agreement with the theoretical
predictions for the orbital critical field H*2(T). Working
from these data and taking into account the anisotropy of the
correlation length, we find |-{,a)-210A, |-^C)=160A,
vf} = 1.4-107 cm/s, and i>£> = 1.1-107 cm/s.

The data o n f f ^ ( T ) reveal a standard temperature de-
pendence H *, ( T } up to the intersection with the curve of the
upper critical field; i.e., this ErRh4B4 sample corresponds to
the case in Fig. 7a or Fig. 7b. It follows from Fig. 8 that we
have A. £>(0) = 900 A, and this estimate yields a value for vp

which is roughly the same as that calculated above from the
data on Hc2 near Tcl. The agreement of these estimates
shows that ErRh4B4 is a pure superconductor.

Let us examine the behavior of the upper critical field
along the a axis in the region below 7T

0<0.557"cl = 4.8 K.
Since the point T = 4 K lies near T0, the experimental value
of the critical field at this point is the same as Hc2 or at least
close to it. Using expression (3.6), we find h0 = 40 K,
p = 0.06, 0CX = 0.9 K, and a(4 K) = 5.5. Near this point we
have the LOFF phase, since the value of a exceeds 1.8 (Ref.
79). The completeHc2 (T) dependence is shown by the dashed
line in Fig. 7a. The experimental points (the squares) lie
above this line at T<3 K and agree with it at T> 3 K. Since
the transition to the superconducting state in a field is ac-
companied by a jump in the magnetization below 3 K, we
may assumeHc(T}>Hc 2(T)below 3 K [we cannot use (3.5)
here, since the moment depends on the field in a nonlinear
way in this region]. Figure 7a is thus a phase diagram in the
H, T plane for a spherical ErRh4B4 sample. The continuity
of the moment as a function of the applied field Ha which is
observed experimentally suggests an intermediate state be-
low 3 K; this intermediate state has not yet been observed
directly.

Figures 7b and 7c show suggested phase diagrams for
ErRh4B4 for Nz = 0 and N2 = 1. It can be seen from Fig. 7c
that a plate-shaped sample with an easy axis directed per-
pendicular to the plane of the plate makes it possible to ob-
serve the LOFF phase in the interval from 1 to 4 K and, in
particular, to find the lines which separate the LOFF phase
and the MS and VS phases.

In concluding this section we wish to point out that the
experimental behavior of the upper critical magnetic field in
ErRh4B4 clearly indicates a dominant role for the exchange
mechanism in the disruption of the superconductivity under
the influence of the localized moments near TM. In this com-
pound we have H *2 (0) > B (0), and at h0 = 0 as H ->• 0 the
transition S-FN cannot occur.

4. STRUCTURE OF THE COEXISTENCE PHASE IN
FERROMAGNETIC SUPERCONDUCTORS

a) General principles for calculating a functional for the
coexistence phase

In the coexistence phase, the superconducting param-
eter for singlet pairing of electrons, A (r), and the average
values of the moments at the sites are nonzero. To determine

these parameters we have calculated the functional of the
Gibbs free energy F [A (r), S,, A(r)j , and we have found the
order parameters by minimizing this functional with respect
to A, S,, and A. We write the complete functional of the
system as the sum of three functionals:
F{A(r), S,, A(r)}

= FM{S;, A(r)} + F8{A(r)}+Fl n t{A(r), S,, A(r)}, (4.1)

where FM is the functional of the magnetic subsystem in the
normal state, Fs is the functional of the superconducting
subsystem in the absence of localized moments, and the posi-
tive definite functional Fint describes the mutual effects of
the superconducting and magnetic order due to the electro-
magnetic and exchange interactions.

We turn now to compounds with r ~ l^A0. In this case
the magnetic scattering is taken into account by renormaliz-
ing A0, and to describe the magnetic subsystem we use the
simple self-consistent-field approximation, incorporating in
Fint the effect of the exchange field h(r) and of the magnetic
induction B(r). The effect of the components of these fields
with wave vectors of the order of G on the superconductivity
can be ignored in comparison with the effect of components
with q-^G. To describe the superconductivity we can thus
use a continuum description of S(r) for the localized mo-
ments. In a system with a substantial anisotropy we may
assume, in examining the effect of the localized moments on
the superconductivity, that the moments are directed exclu-
sively along the easy axis (z).

To find the superconducting part of the functional (4.1),
we use the semiclassical Eilenberger equations.81 We switch
from the Gor'kov functions G (r, r') andF(r, r') to Eilenberger
functions integrated over the energy available:

(4.2)
f (v, r) = or

where the spin quantization axis is the z axis, and the sign
a = + specifies the spin direction. From Hamiltonian (2.1)
we then find the equations

r),

(4.3a)
A "i t*j

vA — y vV I /+ (v, r) = A+ I

, r) + /-(v, r)/*(v, r) = l,

(4.3b)

(4.3c)

(4.3d)

(4.3e)

where T is the scale time for electron scattering by charged
impurities, and the integration over the angle o is an integra-

A(r) = X dco/-(r),
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tion over the direction of the velocity v on the Fermi surface.
Equations (4.3) can be derived by minimizing the super-

conducting functional for the thermodynamic potential
which was found by Eilenberger. This functional is

Q xn(q)-Xs(q)
-' ei Xn (0)

, r. ft A}= J d'r [_LA£ii— 2nr S J £ '1,
0)

(4.4)

/ =4 [/-A* (r) +/+A'(r)] +£ [co + ifc (r) + < -~ vA

Using the solution of Eqs. (4.3), we can express/ * and
g in terms of the order parameter A (r) and also the fields h (r)
and A(r). Substituting the resulting functions/ ± and g into
(4.4), we ultimately find the superconducitng functional
fto + Ft.

Equations (4.3) immediately yield an estimate of the rel-
ative roles of the exchange and electromagnetic mechanisms
in the suppression of Cooper pairing of electrons. It can be
seen from (4.3) that the effect of the vector potential depends
on the direction of the electron's velocity, while the effect of
the exchange field does not depend on the velocity, since this
field affects only the spin variables. Consequently, FiM is a
functional of only the squares of these fields, i.e., of A2 and
h 2(r). This conclusion means that the relative roles of the
exchange and electromagnetic mechanisms are determined
by the parameter p = F(^)/F^~e2v2

eA
 2/c2h 2. For an

order-of-magnitude estimate of A, we ignore superconduct-
ing screening. We can then write B(r) = B (O)S(r), and in the
momentum representation we haveA9 (q) = B (0) XS, /q and
Aq = hoSq . For a magnetic structure with a scale wave vec-
tor Q we hwep~e2v2B2(0)/c2h2

0Q
2xieem/d^^Qf-

Since the condition p<l holds in real compounds, we will
ignore the electromagnetic contribution to Fmt below. The
electromagnetic contribution to the magnetic functional
FM , in contrast, must be taken into account. Here it deter-
mines the Curie temperature and makes any magnetic struc-
ture other than a transverse structure unfavorable from the
energy standpoint.

b) Coexistence phase near the point TH and critical
fluctuations

It is a simple matter to calculate the total functional
near the point at which the magnetic structure appears,
where we have t=(0 — T)/Q4\. Here the quantities S, are
small, and the functional Fint can be found by perturbation
theory, while expression (2.4) can be used for FM. For har-
monics with wave vectors q in the region /><?~', £a>q~1 the
total functional, quadratic in the magnetization 5q, is

(4.5a)

2vFq
(4.5c)

28e
(4.5b)

From (4.5) we see that at TM a sinusoidal magnetization
Sz(r)~sin(QM -r) arises, where QM = (•n2A0/4a2vf )1/3 (a re-
sult found by Anderson and Suhl), and the temperature TM

differs from 0 by a small quantity of the order of a2Q ̂  6. It
follows from (4.5) that the direction of Q must satisfy the
condition that the magnetic structure is transverse; i.e.,
QM2 = 0. The direction of QM in the x, y plane is determined
by the anisotropy of the parameters a2 and v f , and it cannot
be predicted for either HoMo6S8 or ErRh4B4, since the an-
isotropy of the magnetic rigidity is not known. In the self-
consistent field approach the phase transition in the inhomo-
geneous magnetic state at the point TM is a second-order
transition in dirty superconductors and also in clean super-
conductors with a sufficiently small value of h0: h0^A0(^o/
a)1'3 (Ref. 24). In principle, the nature of the transition to the
inhomogeneous state may be changed by critical magnetic
fluctuations if the direction of Q is not set by the anisotropy.
This situation was analyzed in detail by Brazovskii and
Dzyaloshinskii86-87 and, in application to isotropic ferro-
magnetic superconductors, by Schuh and Grewe88 and
Kleinert.89 For real anisotropic compounds, however, the
direction of Q is fixed in the ordered phase, and critical fluc-
tuations cannot change the type of transition. Furthermore,
as we have already mentioned, the dipole-dipole interaction
makes these fluctuations small, and they can be ignored
everywhere except in a very small neighborhood of the point
TM. It can be seen from (4.5b) that at t^Q2^ the fluctu-
ations are purely ferrromagnetic. The fluctuations become
strong only at t^ta •^a2Q2

tA, and here an inhomogeneous
magnetic order forms. The Ginzburg-Levanyuk parameter,
which determines the region of strong fluctuations, is very
small,rG zz(a/g0)

213 in the clean case and ta ~<z/(£0/)1/2ina
very dirty superconductor.

As the temperature is lowered below TM, the quantities
5q increase. The approximations which we have used for FM

and Fint break down when the conditions a2q2^-S2~t and
hgS^AQ, respectively, are violated.

In the temperature interval A l/ho^t^-a2Q2 (Q is a
scale wave vector of the magnetic structure) we can again use
approximation (4.5c) for Fint, but terms of higher order in S
must be incorporated in the functional FM. Because of these
terms, a change in the modulus of S, is unfavorable from the
energy standpoint, and as the temperature is lowered the
sinusoidal solution should convert into a domain structure.
The problem which we are discussing here is completely
analogous to that of calculating the domain structure in a
normal ferromagnetic plate with a moment directed perpen-
dicular to the plane of the plate. The function Fint corre-
sponds to the energy of the scattering magnetic field if we
replace 7T240^ex/2yF = ir0n/2go by Qem/L, where L is the
plate thickness.90 In either case, the optimum structure
would be a transverse one-dimensional magnetic structure,
since a further breakup of the structure would lower Fitlt by
only an insignificant amount, while the energy of the domain
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walls would increase in proportion to their area. For a two-
dimensional checkerboard structure, for example, with a do-
main thickness d we would have F{2^/F(^} = 0.62, while
the surface energy of the walls would double.

To determine the parameters of the magnetic structure
in the coexistence phase (the DS phase) we can replace FM in
(4.5b) by the functional for the transverse one-dimensional
domain structure with a period d = ir/Q and a magnetiza-
tion S inside the domains:

(S, Q,T)=F0(S,T)- (4.6)

where rj(S, T) is the surface energy density of a domain
wall.84 For compounds with a pronounced anisotropy a re-
versal of the S, can occur only as a result of the vanishing of
the Si inside a wall (rotation of a moment is unfavorable
from the energy standpoint), and a linear domain wall
forms85:

) (S , T) =
(4.7)

(T) , a(T) =

where aJT is the wall thickness. Using (4.6) and (4.7) for FM

along with Fint , we can determine the equilibrium param-
eters 5 and Q of the magnetic structure from (4.5) as a func-
tion of the temperature, minimizing FM + F-mt (Ref. 77). For
the domain structure we have

sin(2fc+l)Qr

h=0

(4.8)

substituting the corresponding harmonics Sq in FiM, we find
Q(T) = [4.2/gaa(T)]i/2~t1/4. The inhomogeneous mag-
netic structure assumes a domain nature ofQ ~l>a/JT, and
the temperature interval in which it forms is determined by
the same small quantity as the one which characterizes the
region of strong fluctuations, ta zs(a/£0)

213. In practice, the
region of the sinusoidal solution in the coexistence phase is
negligibly small. The direction of Q in the x,y plane depends
on the anisotropy of the surface energy 17 and also UF . At this
point we do not have enough information to predict this di-
rection.

At which values of the anisotropy parameter D does the
spiral structure transform into a domain structure? AtZ><#,
the moment S changes direction in a domain wall but re-
mains the same in magnitude. This rotating solution with a
wall width of the order of a(d /D )1/2 and a surface energy
(0D)l/2S2 converts continuously into a spiral structure as
D —* 0. The domain structure corresponds to the case in
which the wall thickness is small in comparison with the
domain thickness Q~l; this condition holds at D/#>( q/
|"0) S: 10 ~2. A very slight anisotropy is thus sufficient for the
formation of a domain structure.

Upon further cooling the exchange field increases, and
at t Z A o /h o the magnetic order begins to cause a significant
suppression of Cooper pairing. The strong exchange field
must now be taken into account in the calculation of the
superconducting part of the functional Fs + FiM. It becomes
a simpler matter to solve Eilenberger's equations (4.3) in this
case because this field must vary rapidly over space in the
coexistence phase. For typical wave vectors of the inhomo-
geneous structure, (?>J"0~ '» the superconducting order pa-

rameter is approximately homogeneous over space, and an
analytic solution for the superconducting subsystem can be
found by a perturbation theory in the small parameter
(Q£o)~l even in the region of a strong exchange field.

c) Coexistence phase with a strong exchange field

In the case of a dirty superconductor with Q and
(/zq r)

2< 1 we are dealing with a diffusive regime of the motion
of the Cooper pairs, since these inequalities guarantee an
effective averaging of the exchange field over a distance |"0

and a conversion of the electron motion to an isotropic mo-
tion in the presence of the anisotropic inhomogeneous mag-
netic structure (because of scattering by impurities32). The
spatial and angular dependence of the functions g,f ± , and
A is weak, and the corresponding variable increments can be
calculated by a perturbation theory in the small parameters
( Q£O) ~ ' and (hr), for an arbitrary value of h /A . Equations
(4.3) are solved in this case by expanding the functions g(\, r),
/ ± (v, r), and h (r) in a Fourier series in the coordinate r; the
harmonics with wave vectors q = k Q^O are small, propor-
tional to the parameters ( q£0}~ l and hr. As a result we find
the functionals

F S ( A ) = — " A T ( 0 ) A M n - - L 4 ( < ? Z ) ,

2y arctg y
,t(y-arctgy)

(4.9)

where A is the superconducting order parameter averaged
over the volume. We calculated an expression for Fint in the
case rm4>l since only this case occurs in the coexistence
phase.

It can be seen from the resulting expression that the
effect of the exchange field with harmonics <7>£0~' on the
superconductivity in a rather dirty crystal is described by the
parameter r^'. Comparison of expression (4.9) with the cor-
responding expression for a superconductor with magnetic
impurities3'82 shows that the effect of the exchange field on
the average of the superconducting order parameter over the
volume is equivalent to the effect of magnetic impurities, for
which rm is the scale time for the exchange scattering of an
electron with spin flips. The condition rm4>l corresponds
to the gap regime of superconductivity with magnetic im-
purities. Under the condition /zq <4 the functional F-lnt in
(4.9) converts into the functional (4.5c), which we used pre-
viously. We now know the complete functional F as a func-
tion of the parameters A and S1 (r). The one-dimensional do-
main structure is again optimal since the parameter (Arm)~'
is quite small (no greater than 0.68) in the region with the DS
phase, and the dependence of Fint on S (r) differs only incon-
sequentially from the corresponding dependence in (4.5c).
For a transverse one-dimensional domain structure we final-
ly find the function F(A, Q, s), whose minimization deter-
mines the corresponding equlibrium parameters of the DS
phase.

Considering a clean superconductor,34 we assume
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A T> 1 and q£o> 1. We find Fmt for a one-dimensional domain
structure in the region of strong exchange fields,34 h>A. In
the calculation we also make use of the small parameter h /
VpQ, and we again see that the conditions A, A<yFQ are
satisfied throughout the region of the DS phase. In the solu-
tion of Eqs. (4.3) with r~1 = 0 the functions g and A can be
assumed independent of the coordinate in a first approxima-
tion. The function/ ~(v, r) can then be found easily, and we
obtain a self-consistency equation for the average value of A
over a domain:

_*_= J dto j J£ (/-_ A_J > (4 1Qa)

f "L to — th to + ife J 1/14

(1 t
a -f ;p = (e2«*i — 1)-' j d* exp { j

, (4.10b)

(4.10c)

where/is the average value of/ (r) over a domain, and we
have h (x) = + h or — h inside the domains; the x axis runs
along the direction of Q. It remains to integrate over the
angles and frequencies on the right side of (4.10a). The
expression in square brackets is nonzero in a narrow angular
interval cos0<y, where y = irh /vFQ. In this angular inter-
val, the electrons move in a strong exchange field, h">A. For
other directions the exchange field oscillates rapidly along
the electron trajectory, the average exchange field is zero
over the correlation length, and the function / here is the
same as the function/ for an ordinary superconductor with
h = 0, i.e., with A(eo2+A 2)~1'2.

In the angular interval cos# 5 y the integral over a> di-
verges logarithmically at frequencies *o<h as A —>• 0. We ac-
cordingly partition the range of the integration over &> into
the two intervals (0, c) and (c, +00) , where A <c<A. In the
first of these intervals, the expression for/can be simplified
by virtue of the condition o></z. Here

S ==~

hd
(4.11)

where n = cos0. In the region (c, + w) the quantity
(1 + a2 +/32)1'2 can be replaced by unity. Integrating over
co, we find a self-consistency equation for A, which can be
used to reconstruct the functional Fmt in the following form:

In Ch

(4.12)

The inhomogeneous part of 4 (x) can be treated by perturba-
tion theory, with y as the small parameter. The corrsponding
contribution to .Fint contains the small parameter y2. Figure
10 shows the functional dependence A (x) in the DS phase.
The superconducting order parameter reaches a maximum
at the domain walls, since near the walls the electrons move

S(x)

FIG. 10. The superconducting order parameter and the magnetization in
the DS phase as functions of the coordinate x (along the direction of Q).

in an exchange field of varying direction. The modulation of
A (x) in a clean superconductor is small, proportional to the
parameter y, while that in a dirty superconductor is propor-
tional to the parameter (hr). The intermediate-frequency
case was studied in Ref. 83. It is not difficult to see that again
in the case of a clean superconductor the conclusion that the
one-dimensional structure is optimal remains in force, since
Fint again changes only insignificantly when we go to more
complex structures.34

Inhomogeneous magnetic structures with Q> g ̂ ' were
discussed above. It is not difficult to see that the coexistence
phases with slowly varying magnetic structure (with
Q ~ £ o~') have an energy higher than that oftheDSphaseif
#ex >0em(a/£0)-

 In these "slow" structures the mutual ef-
fects of the superconductivity and the magnetic order cause
an energy increase by an amount xOcxS

2 (because of the
screening of the long-range part of the exchange interaction),
while in the DS phase the increase is Fint ^0exS

2(Qa) and
Qa zz (fl#M /goPem)'/2- The Meissner (MS) and vortex (VS) co-
existence phases are thus impossible in real ferromagnetic
compounds.

Let us examine the applicability of the semiclassical Ei-
lenberger equation for describing superconductivity in the
presence of an inhomogeneous magnetic structure. These
equations apply if the exchange or magnetic field varies
slowly over the electron wavelength, i.e., if Q 2/m<(vQ). Ac-
cordingly, when applied to a domain structure these equa-
tions give an accurate description of only the angular inter-
val cos^>Q/kp- In the case of a dirty superconductor or
weak fields, we find a description accuracy of order Q/
kp sVa/l'o, since here all the angles are identically impor-
tant in the derivation of self-consistency equations (4.3e). In
clean superconductors with h>A the accuracy of the de-
scription is Q/ykptzVpQ2/heF ^(A /h )2, since here the
suppression of the superconducting order parameter comes
primarily from angles of the order of y.

Let us find the equilibrium values of the parameters
S ( T ) , A (T), and Q(T) in strong exchange fields, using the
functional (4.6) for FM and taking Fs and.Fint from (4.9) and
(4.12).

The quantity S (T) is determined primarily by the mag-
netic functional FM, since the decrease in it, SS, caused by
the superconductivity far from the point :TM is small, pro-
portional to Finl/O^Qa. For dirty superconductors with

//»0 the functional dependence S (T) is analogous
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FIG. 11. a—Temperature dependence of the free energy, F(T), of the N, S,
DS, and FN phases; b—temperature dependence of the parameters S 2( T),
A (T), and Q (T) of the DS and FN phases (schematic). A standard ferro-
magnetic behavior with a second-order magnetic transition in the absence
of superconductivity is assumed.

to that in the absence of superconductivity, but the critical
temperature is shifted by an amount 8Q = — 1.4 (£0Q

a)~ '>
i.e., 8S~S^a/g0. In a clean superconductor the change in S
caused by the superconductivity is even smaller.

The increase in the exchange field h =h0S(T) upon
cooling leads to decreases in A (T} and Q (T}. The behavior of
S(T), A (T), and Q ( T ) is sketched in Fig. 11.

At the point Tc2, of the first-order DS-FN transition,
we have

<?C2= l/-
3,1

io<z (TV.

A(rc2)=0.83A0, (4.13a)

V-ngrrV'i
, Cfe05(rc2) Ye

A0

A(rc2)=0.61A0 (4.13b)

The expressions which we have derived for SS and Q show
that the relative deformation of the ferromagnetic structure
caused by the superconductivity reduces to a change in the
wave vector of the structure from zero to £?~ VoTJ^G and to
a change in the magnetization by an amount SS^^a/^0S.
The effect of the superconductivity on the magnetic order
can thus be characterized by the small parameter Ja/g0. On
the other hand, the magnetic structure changes the super-
conducting order parameter A(T) more substantially, reduc-
ing it by a factor of about two at temperatures near Tc2 • In
contrast with the magnetic order, however, the supercon-
ducting order parameter remains essentially homogeneous
over space. This striking qualitative difference betweeen the
behavior of magnetic order and that of superconducting or-
der in a coexistence phase stems from the difference in their
correlation lengths (a<4g0).

d) Transition from the coexistence phase to the normal
ferromagnetic phase

The DS-FN first-order transition occurs at the point
Tc2, where the free energies of these phases become equal.
Figure 11 sketches the temperature dependence of the free
energies of the S, DS, and FN phases. At the point Tc2 the
following relations hold:

SC
2
2

<?C2

0.077A0i>F -̂5-

/»!„•

(4.14a)

(4.14b)

We see from (4.14) that hc2 >40, i.e., that the transition to the
FN phase occurs in the region of the strong exchange field,
and the regime of a strong field is characteristic of essentially
the entire region of the DS phase, except for a small neigh-
borhood of the point TM. The jump in 51 at the point Tc2,
fromS toS + SS, upon cooling leads to the release of a latent
heat of the order of the superconducting condensation ener-
gy. Using (4.14) and the expressions for Qc2, we find from the
inequality S< 1 the condition h<h0c; under this condition,
the DS phase remains stable down to absolute zero. The
critical value is h Oc = 0.4440[£o/a(0)]1/3 for />£„, and it de-
creases with decreasing /. Except in the case of a very dirty
superconductor, the condition hOc >A0 holds.

The supercooling temperature of the DS phase, T(°2, is
determined from the condition that the functional not have a
minimum with respect to A. In a dirty superconductor (VF/
h0>/>N/a|'0) we find SQ = 1.26,Sc2, while in a clean crystal
wefindSjfj = 1.3 5Sc2. The region in which the supercooling
of the DS phase occurs is therefore quite large; it may span
the entire temperature interval below Tc2.

In the region TQ <T< Tc2, an activation energy is re-
quired for the appearance of a critical nucleating region for
the DS-FN transition. This energy is large in comparision
with the temperature, since the minimum size of the critical
nucleating region (a normal region with ferromagnetic order
without domain walls) must exceed vp/h. Below TQ, the
superconductivity vanishes without an activation energy,
but here again the complete transition to the equilibrium FN
phase may occur slowly, since it reduces to the disappear-
ance of a large number of nonequilibrium domain walls, and
the pinning of these walls at inhomogeneities of the crystal
delays the transition.

The superheating temperature of the FN phase, T(™\ is
determined by the condition for the appearance of an infini-
tesimally small superconducting nucleating region in the
ferromagnetic phase. In a sample with domains.the mini-
mum temperature is the temperature at which a nucleating
region appears near a domain wall103"105'147; the correspond-
ing temperature was found in Ref. 129. For compounds with
h0>A0 the point T(™} essentially coincides with TM. An esti-
mate of the formation energy of a critical nucleating region
of the DS phase in the FN phase at temperatures below T(™}

yields a very large value, of the order of £-| /A 0> TM, and it is
essentially impossible for the DS phase to appear during
heating from the FN phase anywhere up to the point T(™].

In compounds with h0>A0 the DS phase thus arises
from the S phase upon cooling below the point TM and dis-
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appears at the point of the first-order transition Tc2, being
replaced by the FN phase. During heating the FN phase
persists essentially to the point T(£]~TM, and only here
does itconvert into the DS phase. Consequently, the behav-
ior of the system during heating from the FN phase in com-
pounds with h0$-A0 gives us information about the proper-
ties of the magnetic system in the absence of
superconductivity.

e) Superconducting properties of the coexistence phase

In a dirty superconductor with (hr)2<\ the energy gap
in the spectrum of one-particle excitations is present
throughout the region in which the DS phase exists. In this
case the effect of the magnetic ordering reduces to one of
simply reducing the superconducting order parameter A (T)
and causing an additional decrease in the gap eg in the quasi-
particle spectrum, as in a superconductor with magnetic im-
purities.3-82 This suppression of the gap by the magnetic or-
der increases with cooling and is determined by

eg = A (T) (1 — [A (T) Tm]~2/3}3/2, (4-15)

where the parameter rm is given by (4.9). At the point Tc2 we
find £g = 0.494 (T)~QA1A0; at the supercooling point for
the DS phase, T(£, we have £g = 0.1IA (T) ^0.064A0.

In a clean superconductor, in the region with
hoS (T}<A (T} (near TM), there is also a gap in the quasiparti-
cle spectrum, with a size of about A0. In the region
hgS(T)^A (T) the superconductivity in the DS phase be-
comes gapless (as in the case of a spiral ordering of the mo-
ments), since the electrons moving perpendicular to Q sense
a strong exchange field, constant over space, which disrupts
their pairing. We turn now to the quasiparticle state density
p(E} in the gapless regime in the pure DS phase.34

The functionp(E) with E<A (T) is determined from the
function g(a>] given by expression (4.11) by replacing co by iE,
integrating over the directions of v, and singling out the real
part. From (4.11) we see that the quantity A (T) XK (cos0) is
the gap for electrons which are moving at an angle 9 from the
Q axis. This gap does not exist for the infinite number of
directions of v defined by the condition cos# = 0 and by the
condition for Bragg reflection of the Cooper pairs from the
periodic structure of the exchange field. In the exchange
field h the Cooper pairs have a resultant momentum
kx =2h/vf, and Bragg reflection occurs at kx =2mQ,
where m is an integer. Because of this reflection, the pairs
move in the same domain as the pairs with 6 = ir/2. The
functions/ ± are zero for these directions, and the super-
conductivity is gapless.

At energies E<A (T) the quasiparticle density is deter-
mined by the gapless bands on the Fermi surface, and a sum-
mation of the contributions of these bands yields

In the pure DS phase the state densitypf-E) is finite for all E; it
reaches a maximum at EzzA (T)andp(A (T)) = /3~AT(0)/2y.
Upon cooling below TM, the transition to the gapless regime
occurs at temperatures for which the conditonsS (T)

*o

FIG. 12. Energy dependence of the quasiparticle state density in a clean
ferromagnetic superconductor at different temperatures 7", and T2. The
temperature T, lies in the interval TM < 7"< 7"c,, while T2 lies in the inter-
val rc2 $ T2 < TM, The/?(£) behavior for T2 in the DS phase corresponds
to the gapless regime.

holds. Figure 12 shows the schematic behavior ofp(E) for
temperatures above and below TM.

f) Role of spin-orbit scattering and T,8n phase diagram

Up to this point we have ignored the spin-orbit scatter-
ing of electrons. This scattering mixes the singlet and triplet
states of a Cooper pair, and the contribution of the triplet
state causes the paramagnetic susceptibility of the electrons
at a zero wave vector to be nonzero at T = 0. If there is a
sufficiently intense spin-orbit scattering with a time T^
<A 0~', the low-temperature susceptibility ̂ s(0) approaches
the normal susceptibility^ (Refs. 5 and 111), i.e.,

J^-=l-^-tsoA0, TSA«.1- (4-17)

At very small values of rso the peak on the %s (q) curve at
q 7^0 may diappear; in this case, ferromagnetic ordering will
occur in the model without an electromagnetic interaction
below the point TM. In this situation, the properties of the
coexistence phase are actually determined exclusively by the
electromagnetic mechanism. Let us estimate the value of rso

above which the energy of the inhomogeneous DS coexis-
tence phase is lower than that of the ferromagnetic supercon-
ducting phase. Clearly, the critical value of rso is reached
only in the limit of a dirty superconductor. In this case, Fint

is determined by the difference^ (q) - %n (q), so that the de-
pendence of^s(q) on rso is sufficient for the solution of this
problem.

The quantity^, (q) has been calculated by Kaufman and
Entin-Wohlman119 for the case with spin-orbit scattering.
This scattering does not affect ^-8(q) if q2>(HK)~\ where
4o = OF Tso • Accordingly, for Q 2>(/so / ) ~

1 we can use the the-
ory of the DS phase outlined above. In the very dirty limit for
the DS phase we have Qx(a^)~1/3, and our analysis holds
for /^//Xa^,//2)2'3. The spin-orbit scattering is a relativis-
tic effect, and rso contains a small parameter in addition to
the ordinary-scattering time r. Consequently, the ratio /so//
must be at least 102, and the spin-orbit scattering becomes
important as / approaches a.

We mentioned above that incorporating exchange scat-
tering under the condition TS40> 1 reduces to a renormaliza-
tion of A0. We turn now to systems in which the conditions
rf' ~ TM ~ Tci hold, so that we will be able to construct a
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FIG. 13. Phase diagram of a ferromagnetic superconductor in the T/T&,
0ex/TM plane (schematic). The solid lines separate the N, S, DS, and FN
phases. The lines Tcl and 7*M (at small values ofd^/T^) represent sec-
ond-order transitions, while the other lines represent first-order transi-
tions. The dot-dashed line is the line of 0; the dashed lines are supercooling
and superheating lines for first-order transitions.

complete phase diagram of ferromagnetic superconductors
in the (T/Tc0> 6>ex/Tc0) plane.

In the region (8^/Tc0 )<< 1 (but with 0ex ̂ dJa^A £-' the
point at which the inhomogeneous state appears, TM, lies
above the point of the S-FN (first-order) phase transition,
Tc2, and as the temperature is lowered we observe the
succession of phase transitions N —>JS —>• DS —»•FN at Tcl,
TM (a second-order transition), and Tc2 (first order). The last
of these transitions may not occur if the ratio 0ex /T^ is quite
small (Fig. 13). With increasing 0ex/Tc0 the line fc2 ap-
proaches the line TM, since the parameter .4 decreases at the
point of the magnetic transition because of the increase in
magnetic scattering and the thermal suppression of Cooper
pairing. As a result, jear the critical point the line of the
first-order transition Tc2 should pass above the line TM, and
here we will observe the succession of phases N —>• S —>• FN
upon cooling, without a coexistence phase.

than the parameter 0ex /Tc0, is the cleanliness of the crystal,
i.e., the parameter //<Jag0. As this parameter decreases, the
region in which the DS phase exists becomes narrower, be-
cause the points A and 6 ̂  approach the origin, and the re-
gion of the S-FN first-order phase transition expands.

We can now describe the complete picture of the mutual
effects of the superconducting and magnetic order. Even un-
der the condition d(£<Tc, the magnetism has a stronger
effect as long as the condition h0>A0 holds. The reason is
that the energy of the magnetic ordering is of the order of
6~h lN(0) (per localized moment), while the energy of su-
perconducting condensation does not exceed A ^N(Q)/2. In
systems with h0>h0c the ferromagnetic ordering ultimately
disrupts the superconductivity as the material is cooled, but
at temperatures at which the magnetization is weak the mag-
netic order coexists with the superconductivity, transform-
ing into a domain structure. In systems with h0<h0c the
coexistence phase survives down to absolute zero. When TM

and Tci are approximately equal, the coexistence becomes
impossible because of the weakness of the Cooper pairing;
here the two antagonistic types of order replace each other at
the point of the first-order phase transition, Tc2.

In ferromagnetic superconductors with realistic values
of the exchange parameter, the theory thus predicts only a
single type of coexistence phase: a phase with a magnetic
structure of the domain type. In superconducting weak fer-
romagnets130-'31 there can be other coexistence phases: one
with spontaneous vortices and a Meissner ferromagnetic
phase.42 So far, weak ferromagnetism has not been observed
in ternary superconducting compounds, but the body-cen-
tered phase of ErRh4B4 which has recently been discovered
may turn out to be an antiferromagnet of this type.

5. THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS REGARDING THE
COEXISTENCE PHASE OF FERROMAGNETIC
SUPERCONDUCTORS AND COMPARISON WITH
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The lines TM (0ex) and fc2 (0ex) intersect very close to a> Basic theoretical conclusions
the intersection of the lines Tcl and 9. Figure 13 shows the
vicinity of the tricritical point B.

A phase diagram was derived by Kaufman and Entin-
Wohlman,119 who did not consider the coexistence phase;
they also calculated the temperature Tc2 of the S-FN transi-
tion. The superheating line of the FN phase was actually
derived by Rainer,120 who calculated the effect of magnetic
scattering on Tcl, taking into account the magnetic correla-
tions near 0 (see also Ref. 111). When the long-range part of
the electromagnetic interaction is ignored, this line passes
slightly above Q because of the logarithmic divergence near
d. Incorporating the magnetic dipole interaction causes the
superheating line of the FN phase to drop below the line 6.
The supercooling line of the S phase is the line TM.

On the complete phase diagram, shown in Fig. 13, there
are two tricritical points, A and B. The lines separating the S,
DS, and FN phases meet at A; point B is at the boundaries
between the N, S, and FN phases. The Lifshitz point L lies on
the supercooling line of the S phase. Another important
characteristic of a ferromagnetic superconductor, other

1) Phase transitions. In compounds with TM/Tcl <1, a
DS coexistence phase should be observed when the material
is cooled below TM. In compounds in which TM and Tcl are
nearly the same, the coexistence phase does not exist, and a
first-order S-FN transition is observed during cooling (Fig.
13).

2) Magnetic structure in the DS phase. In the phase with
the domain magnetic structure, (4.8), peaks (2 /c+l )Q
should be observed in small-angle neutron scattering, where
the values of k are integers; peaks which are satellites of the
ferromagnetic peak, G + (2k + 1 )Q, should also be observed
in Bragg scattering. There are no ferromagnetic peaks in the
DS phase. The equilibrium value of Q decreases slightly
upon cooling; equilibrium with respect to the parameter Q
may be established very slowly. The relative intensity of the
(2k + 1)Q peak in the small-angle scattering falls off with
increasing k in proportion to (2k + l ) ~ 2 for an ideal domain
structure in a single crystal, while in a polycrystalline sample
it falls off in proportion to (2k + 1)~4. The possibility of ex-
perimentally observing the higher peaks in neturon scatter-
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ing in the DS phase, however, seems extremely problemati-
cal. The defects of the magnetic subsystem (irregularities in
the positions of the magnetic ions, local changes in the
RKK.Y interaction due to impurities, etc.) cause a curvature
of domain walls and corresponding deviations of the domain
structure from the ideal structure shown in Fig. 4. Accord-
ing to the results found by Sham and Patton153 and Imry and
Ma,154 in systems with dimensionality <f <4 magnetic defects
disrupt the long-range order for an inhomogeneous magnet-
ic structure which is incommensurable with the main ion
lattice (the effect is analogous to that of charged impurities
on a superstructure of the nature of a charged density wave).
Distortions of the domain structure caused by defects are
manifested experimentally as a slight weakening and broad-
ening of the higher peaks in the neutron scattering. If the
pinning of domain walls at the discrete ion lattice is ignored
(according to the calculations in Ref. 40), the intensity distri-
bution Ik (77) of peak k is described as a function of the detun-
ing 17 = |q — G — (2k + 1)Q| by the following curve for a
single crystal:

>2r io , (5.1)

where the parameter rjk determines the peak width.
3) Superconductivity in the DS phase. In a dirty super-

conductor with (/;r)2< 1 there is an energy gap for single-
particle excitations in the DS phase, and this gap drops ra-
pidly upon cooling.

In a clean superconductor in the region of strong ex-
change fields, h>A, the superconductivity is gapless (Fig.
12). The gapless nature of the spectrum and the shift of the
peak in the quasiparticle state density upon cooling can be
observed in tunnel experiments. In the gapless regime the
equilibrium direction of Q can be changed by passing a su-
perconducting current through a single crystal.34

4) The DS-FN transition. The domain walls induced by
the superconductivity disappear at the transition point Tc2.
This process should occur slowly. At the DS —»• FN transi-
tion the jump in the average moment S at Tc2 is about \ja/g0,
and it leads to the release of latent heat of the order of the
energy of superconducting condensation. Upon heating, the
FN phase persists in a metastable state up to the temperature
at which an infinitesimally small superconducting nucleat-

ing region appears, rJ,W). This temperature is very close to
TM in systems with h0^A0. The temperature dependence of
the intensity of the ferromagnetic peak F and of its satellites
(2k + 1)Q expected theoretically upon the S-DS-FN transi-
tions in a ferromagnetic superconductor with a regular mag-
netic subsystem is shown in Fig. 14. In real systems with
defects, the higher peaks may not be present.

5) Effect of a magnetic field on the DS phase. A magnet-
ic field H < Hc directed along the easy axis lowers the tem-
perature at which the DS phase appears, TM, and shifts the
point of the first-order transition, Tc2, to a higher tempera-
ture. If such a field penetrates into a superconductor in the
DS phase (in a thin plate, for example), the value of Q de-
creases, and even peaks appear (2Q, etc.). The DS phase is
completely suppressed by a magnetic field parallel to the
easy axis and above the critical value #J.W) ;=#,.„ 4 o//iA0, The
effect of a field perpendicular to the easy axis on the DS
phase is much weaker than the effect of a parallel field.33-34'83

b) Properties of HoMo«,S« and HoMo.Se,

Neutron-scattering measurements for HoMo6S8 have
been carried out with polycrystalline samples,16"18-117 and
this circumstance has seriously complicated comparison of
the experimental results with the theoretical predictions.

In accordance with the conclusions reached in Subsec-
tion 4b, Lynn et a/.17-18 observed growth of ferromagnetic
fluctuations in the small-angle neutron scattering upon cool-
ing to 0.69 K. In the region T< 0.69 K, a neutron-scattering
peak appeared near the wave vector 0.3 A"1. Figure 15
shows the neutron-scattering intensity in a plot against the
scattering angle upon cooling to various temperatures.18

These results clearly indicate the appearance of a nonuni-
form magnetic structure in the superconducting state. Below
0.65 K the nonuniform magnetic structure and the super-
conductivity disappear.

Figure 16 shows the intensity of neutron scattering
through the angle corresponding to the wave vector

1000-

%500

I

HoMo 6 S 8 ,

£i-3.7ZMeV
V-T-0.72K
— 0.70 K
- 0.58 ff
- 0.6BK

Ui11 i i i

FIG. 14. Theoretical temperature dependence of the intensity of the ferro-
magnetic peak, F, and of the satellites, (Ik + 1)Q. Solid lines—Equilibri-
um values; dashed lines—superheating curve of the FN phase and super-
cooling curve of the DS phase.

V 0.02. 0,04 IKlyT'

FIG. 15. Measurements of small-angle neutron scattering upon cooling
near Tc2 in polycrystalline HoMo6S8 samples.18 A peak is seen to appear
with a wavelength of 230 A below 0.72 K; this peak disappears at 0.64 K.
At and below 0.64 K,the small-angle neutron scattering is anomalously
intense.
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FIG. 16. Temperature dependence of the scattering with a wave vector
2 = 0.0275 A in HoMo6S8 (Ref. \&). During cooling, the intensity in-
creases rapidly as an inhomogeneous magnetic structure appears. Below
Tc2 = 0.65 K., the scattering falls off as the FN phase appears. A magnetic
field suppresses the inhomogeneous magnetic structure. Upon heating,
the inhomogeneous structure is not observed. The superheating and su-
percooling points of the coexistence phase, T{™} and T(°l, shown at the
bottom were found from ac measurements of the susceptibility.

Q = 0.0275 A ' as a function of the magnetic field and the
temperature upon cooling and heating. The nonuiform
structure does not appear during heating from the FN phase,
while upon cooling this structure is suppressed essentially
completely by a field above 400 Oe. Also shown in this figure
are the superheating and supercooling temperatures of the
superconducting phase, T($ and Tg, according to measure-
ments of the ac susceptibility in a field H = 0. Lynn et a/.18

pointed out that at temperatures near Tg,—0.612 K, deter-
mined from the susceptibility, the domain structure is me-
tastable, since upon rapid cooling to 0.62 K the intensity of
the peak at Q = 0.027 A~' becomes twice that shown in Fig.
16; it then decreases to a level of 360 counts/min over a time
interval of about an hour. At higher temperatures the struc-
ture is stable for at least a matter of days.

Lynn et a/.117 measured the neutron scattering at small

10000

-8000
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-woo

-woo

0,65 0.70 OJ5 T,K

FIG. 17. Temperature dependence of the neutron scattering intensity for
the modulated component and the ferromagnetic (0.009 A~') component
in HoMo6S8 (Ref. 117). During cooling to 0.7 K., only the nonuniform
component is present.

angles corresponding to wave vectors q = 0.009 A"1 and
q = 0.030 A~ *. Their measurements showed that upon cool-
ing from TM (0.74-0.75 K) to Tc2 (0.67-0.70 K) there is only
a nonuniform structure with Q = 0.030 A~', and ferromag-
netic scattering ( q = 0.009 A"1) appears only below 0.7 K
(Fig. 17). It can also be seen from Fig. 17 that upon heating
from the region of the FN phase the intensity of the peak at
Q = 0.030 A~' increases only negligibly above Tc2, while
the ferromagnetic peak persists up to 0.72 K. Furthermore,
this figure shows that upon cooling the volume occupied by
the phase with the nonuniform structure decreases sharply
below 0.69 K, but it persists along with the superconductivi-
ty down to rg,~0.62 K in the metastable state. Conse-
quently, during cooling the sample consists between 0.7 K
and 0.62 K of a mixture of the FN phase and the supercon-
ducting phase with a nonuniform magnetic order; the time
required for relaxation to equilibrium in the system is a mat-
ter of several hours.117 The experimental data in Fig. 17 are
in complete agreement with the theoretical predictions (Fig.
14). Figures 15-17 show the information on the main peak of
the nonuniform magnetic structure. The higher peaks were
not found in these measurements.

Figure 18 shows the results on Bragg scattering of neu-
trons for the (100) peak in HoMo6S8. In this figure we see an
additional magnetic scattering below TM = 0.67 K, which is
proportional to the square of the average magnetic moment,
S2(T). In Fig. 18 we see that this parameter has different
values upon cooling and upon heating. The temperature de-
pendence of the intensity upon heating is typical of a stan-
dard ferromagnet with an effective moment of 1/2 and a
second-order transition at the Curie point.

All these experimental results show that the nonuni-
form structure has a transverse component (only this com-
ponent is detected in the neutron scattering) and that upon
cooling above Tc2 there is a Fourier component, in the struc-
ture with a wave vector Q = 0.030 A~', while the ferromag-
netic component and the 2Q component are missing. These
results agree with the predictions regarding the domain
structure of the coexistence phase (Subsection 5a2).

We turn now to the magnitude and temperature depen-
dence of Q. It can be seen from Fig. 15 that the value of Q is
essentially independent of the temperature. We identify the
value of the wave vector Q = 0.30 A~' with the value of Qc2.
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FIG. 18. Temperature dependence of the(lOO) peak in HoMo6S8 (Ref. 18).
The intensity above TM = 0.67 K is due to nuclear Bragg scattering. The
additional scattering below TM is proportional to the square of the aver-
age magnetic moment.
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We can then estimate a with the help of expression (4.13a).
Taking the estimate yF ~1.8-107 cm/s from the numerical
calculations by Freeman and Jarlborg109 for the band struc-
ture of ternary chalcogenides, we find £0 =j 1.5 • 10 ~5 cm. The
experimental data of Ishikawa and Fischer15 onHc2 (T) near
2Tcl yield |̂ V|i7^300 A and /^60 A. These estimates of
h0, £0, and / (Table II) show that these HoMo6S8 samples can
be described by the theory for dirty superconductors with
Q~14l-4vF/h. Using (4.13a), we find the reasonable value
a(7;2)~2.5A.AtthepointrM wefindCM^0.04A~1from
(4.5). We see that the decrease in Q upon cooling should in
fact be small, and it is difficult to detect experimentally since
most of the change occurs near the point TM, where the
intensity of the Q peak is low, and it is difficult to observe.

In accordance with Subsection 4d, there is a significant
hysteresis at the DS-FN transition: The FN phase persists
nearly all the way to TM, while the DS phase survives to TQ
^0.62 K. For the temperatures T(£ sO.62 K and Tc2 ^0.7
K we find the relation S < f j , = 1.26Sc2 from Fig. 17; this rela-
tion agrees with the theoretical prediction. The experimental
data at the point Tc2 correspond approximately to the theo-
retical relation (4.14a): For the right side of (4.14a) we find
the value 6 A with 0ex ;=0ex =;0.15 K, while the left side is
about 12 A if we use the value Sg ;=0.35 from Fig. 18. Woolf
et a/.121 have observed a very sharp peak in the specific heat
near Tc2 which indicates a first-order transition at this point.

In accordance with Subsection 4e, the magnetic field
reduces the temperature of the S-DS transition. Lynn et
a I.111 have observed a corresponding decrease in the peak
intensity with increasing field near TM (at T= 0.735 K). A
suppression of the nonuniform magnetic structure in a mag-
netic field in HoMo6Sg below TM was observed in Refs. 16-
18 and 117 (Fig. 16). The scattering intensity at the wave
vector Q falls off rapidly with increasing field above a field
level of about 100-200 Oe. According to the theoretical re-
sults (Subsection 4e), the parallel critical field is about 100
Oe. Lynn et al.111 also observed an anisotropy of the intensi-
ty of the Q peak as a function of the orientation of the scatter-
ing wave vector q with respect to the field H (Fig. 19). This
result is again in agreement with the predictions of Subsec-
tion 4e regarding the anisotropy of the behavior of the sys-
tem in a magnetic field. In the arrangement q||H, there is a
contribution to the neturon scattering from crystallites in
which the arrangements Q||H prevails in the DS phase, and
the magnetization (and the easy axis) are perpendicular to Q
and H because of the transverse nature of the structure. In
the case qiH there is a field component along the magnetiza-
tion (and along the easy axis), and its effect on the coexis-
tence phase is stronger than for a field directed along the
hard direction. As a result, there is a more rapid destruction
of the DS phase in those crystallites which contribute to the
scattering for the case qlH.

Figure 19 shows an increase in the peak intensity upon
the application of a weak magnetic field; only in the stronger
fields does the intensity decrease in accordance with the
theoretical prediction. The reason for the anomalous behav-
ior of the Q peak in weak fields is not clear.

We turn now to the properties of a second ferromagne-

250 500 750 ff,Oe

FIG. 19. Intensity of the peak at Q = 0.03 A~' in the modulated phase of
HoMo6S8 as a function of the magnetic field for parallel and perpendicular
orientations of Q with respect to H (Ref. 117).

tic superconductor from the family of ternary chalcogen-
ides: the compound HoMo6Seg. Lynn etal.151 have observed
that polycrystalline samples of this compound become su-
perconducting at Tc =5.5 K, and the superconductivity
persists down to the lowest temperatures reached experi-
mentally, 0.04 K. At the point TM = 0.53 K neutron scatter-
ing indicates the appearance of nonuniform magnetic order
with a wave vector Q ( T ) which decreases monotonically
upon cooling, from Q(TM) = 0.09 A~' to Q = 0.062 A"1

(Ref. 151) at 0.4 K; then it remains essentially constant at
2"<0.4 K. The ferromagnetic peak and the higher peaks
were not observed. Measurements of the intensity of the Q
peak show that the magnetization reaches saturation at
about 0.3 K.

The most striking point here is that the superconductiv-
ity in HoMo6Ses does not exhibit re-entrant behavior; i.e.,
the exchange field in this compound is lower than the critical
value h Oc. It follows from (4.14) that #ex is then smaller than
the corresponding critical value 0g = 0.07740vFN(Q)Q (0)
(we regard HoMo6Se8 as a dirty superconductor with
Q ~* </•<£<)). Using the experimental values of Q (0) and Tc

and the data in Table I, we find 6 £> = 0.34 K, in comparison
with the value 0ex =;0.14 K (found from a comparison of Tc

for LuMo6Seg and HoMo6Se8). Assuming 0ex ^ 0ex, we see
that the condition 0ex < 6 ̂  does in fact hold in HoMo6Seg.
It follows from (4.9) that under the condition 0.60ex /0 g < 1
we can ignore the effect of magnetic order on superconduc-
tivity, and this condition is apparently satisfied in Ho-
Mo6Seg. The behavior of Q (T) agrees well with the theoreti-
cal predictions. With decreasing temperature, the
magntitude of Q stops changing in that interval in which the
magnetization is already increasing. This fact confirms the
conclusion that magnetism has only a slight effect on super-
conductivity in HoMo6Seg, and it shows that the entire tem-
perature dependence of Q stems from the temperature de-
pendence of the surface energy of a domain wall [see (4.7) and
Ref. 152]. Lynn et al. observed a very long relaxation (of the
order of 50 h) to equilibrium upon cooling below TM. This
result can be explained by arguing that the time required for
the formation of an equilibrium number of domain walls is
very long at such low temperatures.

In summary, the experimental data on HoMo6Sg and
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HoMo6S8 are in basic agreement with the predictions of the
theory of the DS phase.

c) Experimental data on ErRh4B4

Measurements of the dc resistance and the ac magnetic
susceptibility by Maple et a/.94 in polycrystalline ErRh4B4

samples demonstrate re-entrant behavior of superconduc-
tivity in this compound; the N-S transition at the point rcl is
a second-order transition, while the transition to the normal
state at Tc2 has a significant hysteresis and is undoubtedly a
first-order transition. The magnetic nature of the transition
at Tc2 was established from measurements of the specific
heatbyWoolfefa/.49

The first neutron measurements by Moncton et a/.14

revealed a monotonic growth of the ferromagnetic Bragg
peaks beginning at a temperature slightly above 1 K. Subse-
quent neutron studies19, also with polycrystalline samples,
revealed a peak at the wave vector 0 = 0.06 A~! in the
small-angle scattering at temperatures between 1 K and 0.6
K; this peak was lower upon heating than upon cooling.

Figure 20 shows the results of the measurements of neu-
tron scattering and of resistance by Sinha et al.20 for a single
crystal. Shown here is the temperature dependence of the
intensity of the ferromagnetic/"peak, that of its satellite, and
the resistance of the sample. The positions of the four satel-
lites of the (101) ferromagnetic peak in the b*, c* plane are
determined by the vectors Q = + (0.042b* + 0.055c*) for
the case in which the moment is directed along the a axis, i.e.,

0,6 0,8 1,0

6000 -
ErRh<B4

single crystal
Intensity of
ferromagnetic
peak, /FM

f.2

for the case in which the nonuniform structure is a trans-
verse structure. The intensities of two of the satellites are
higher than those of the two others, indicating a one-dimen-
sional nature of the nonuniform order. In some regions of a
crystal there is a structure with a wave vector
Q = + (0.042b*. 0.055c*), while in others there is a struc-
ture with the crystallographically equivalent vector
+ (0.042b* — 0.055c*). A given structure is predominant

because of stresses in the crystal. Higher satellites were not
observed; i.e., their intensities were less than 2% of those of
the main satellites. The value of Q was essentially indepen-
dent of the temperature.

The first point we note in Fig. 20 is that the satellites are
observed at the same time as the ferromagnetic peak. Their
total intensity is low in comparison with the intensity of the
main peak, no more than 10% of the latter. According to
measurements by Mook et al.,145 there is no long-range fer-
romagnetic order at 1.1 K, and the ordering propagates only
to regions 200 A in size. A true long-range order is estab-
lished at lower temperatures, and at 0.8 K the sizes of the
magnetic regions exceed 10 000 A.

Figure 20 shows data on the intensities of the F and Q
peaks; these results are clearly at odds with the theoretical
predictions in Fig. 14. We see that although a regular nonun-
iform magnetic structure does arise in ErRh4B4 at the transi-
tion from the nonmagnetic S phase to the normal magnetic
FN phase, the volume of the sample in which this structure
appears is so small as to be negligible in a first approxima-
tion.

The reasons for the suppression of the DS phase in
ErRh4B4 have not yet been reliably established. Help with
this puzzle may come from the experimental facts which
indicate an anomalous magnetic behavior of the FN normal
phase of the ErRh4B4 samples which have been studied.
Shenoy et a/.140'110 pointed out a long time ago that the re-
sults of Mossbauer measurements of the moment in the FN
phase are markedly different from the results of neutron
measurements (Fig. 21). Shown in this figure, along with the
results of the Mossbauer (top) and neutron (bottom) mea-
surements, is a theoretical curve of the moment in the FN
phase of the ideal ErRh4B4 crystal according to calcula-
tions40 based on a well-known crystal-field Hamilton-

0,2. 0,5 0,8

FIG. 20. Results of measurements of the neutron scattering and the dc
resistance in an ErRh4B4 single crystal.20

FIG. 21. Average value of the moment at the Er ion in ErRh4B4 as a
function of the temperature. Top—data from Mossbauer studies110; cen-
ter—theoretical curve for an ideal crystal40; bottom—data from neutron
studies.19
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ian.115'141 The theoretical value of the saturation moment
(7.6jUB)is close to the Mossbauer value (8.3 ± 0.2jUB), but the
neutron result (5.6fj,B) is well below the expected value.

Fradin et a/.110 have noted that the difference between
the results of the Mossbauer and neutron measurements is
evidence for a disordered magnetization component of the
system. It was suggested in Ref. 40 that the presence of a
coherent component (along the a axis) and a disordered com-
ponent (along the b axis) could be the result of the appear-
ance of a randomly oriented easy axis in the basis plane be-
cause of defects of the crystal structure. A random
anisotropy combined with the alternating-sign magnetic-di-
pole interaction and the RKKY interaction of the localized
moments could lead to a magnetic order of the fan (aspero-
magnetic) type.142 The sharp increase in the magnetization
observed in ErRh4B4 at T = 0.4 K in Ref. 47, from 5.6(iB to
7yuB, upon the imposition of a very weak magnetic field and
also the slow onset of saturation, resulting in a value of 85./zB

in a field of 7 kOe, are characteristic of an asperomagnetic
order.

According to the hypothesis of asperomagnetism in real
ErRh4B4 crystals, the discrepancy between the theoretical
predictions and experimental data can be explained on the
basis that the irregularity of the magnetic order supresses the
formation of a coherent nonuniform magnetic structure in
the coexistence phase. The transition from the S phase to the
FN phase then terminates in an increase in the asperomagne-
tic normal regions disseminated through the nonmagnetic S
phase. On the whole, this transition is more reminiscent of
the first-order S-Fn transition than of the S-DS-FN series
of transitions.

Arguments along this line can explain the tunnel mea-
surements99"102 in ErRh4B4 and the measurements of the
absorption of sound.75'138 Umbach et a/.101 observed a rapid
decay of the Josephson current below 1.4 K in a contact with
ErRh4B4 and a splitting of the Fraunhofer peaks in a plot of
the current against the magnetic field in the region 1.1-1.2
K. These two effects may be due to the appearance of ferro-
magnetic regions which suppress the Josephson current and
which create an additional nonuniform field in the sample.
The appearance of randomly positioned magnetic regions in
the superconducting phase below 1.2 K makes the samples
inhomogeneous for the propagation of ultrasound, possibly
explaining the appearance of a broad peak between 1.4 and
0.9 K in the temperature dependence of the ultrasonic ab-
sorption.75'138

The observation of satellites in ErRh4B4 shows that the
DS phase nevertheless does form. It apparently forms in that
small part of the sample in which the crystal structure is
nearly ideal. According to theoretical predictions this struc-
ture would be transverse and one-dimensional. The unsuc-
cessful attempts by Mook et al.145 to observe higher satellites
do not rule out a domain nature of the magnetic structure,
since the higher peaks would be very faint and broad in the
case of an irregular domain structure [see (5.1)]. The wave-
vector value Q = 0.06 A~1 leads to the reasonable estimate
a si Afrom(4.14b).

The hypothesis of asperomagnetism thus leads to a
qualitative explanation for the behavior of ErRh4B4 not only

in the normal phase but also at the S-FN transition. If this
hypothesis proves correct, we must conclude that even the
ErRh4B4 single crystals which have been synthesized al-
ready are too irregular for a proper test of the theoretical
predictions regarding the structure of the coexistence phase.
A more nearly ideal behavior in single crystals may be
achieved by imposing uniaxial pressure to single out a regu-
lar easy axis in the basis plane. We might note that the anom-
alous behavior of real ErRh4B4 samples seems to be due to a
slight anisotropy in the easy plane.40 This factor is not pres-
ent in the uniaxial ferromagnetic HoMo6S8, and in this case
small structure distortions do not lead to such a pronounced
deviation of the magnetic structure from ferromagnetic. Ac-
cordingly, the synthesis of HoMo6S8 single crystals might
reveal the complete picture of the behavior of ferromagnetic
superconductors below TM.

Table II lists the basic characteristics of HoMo6S8 and
ErRh4B4.

d) Re-entrant superconductivity in ternary silicates,
stannldes, and pseudoternary compounds

We mentioned earlier that an S-FN first-order transi-
tion is observed in TmFe3Si5 at Tc2 ~ 1.1 K (Tcl = 1.3 K).
These results agree with the conclusion that there is no coex-
istence phase in compounds in which the values of Tcl and 6
are approximately equal (Subsection 4f).

A direct S-FN first-order transition has also been ob-
served in ternary stannides and pseudoternary compounds.
The interaction of the magnetic and superconducting orders
in compounds of this type is exhibited most clearly by the
system80'95'132-145 (Er,_x Ho, )Rh4B4. The phase diagram of
this alloy is shown in Fig. 22. The compound HoRh4B4 is a
ferromagnet with an effective spin of 1/2 and with ordering
along the c axis. For x < 0.9, re-entrant superconductivity is
observed; at x > 0.3, the Ho moments are ordered along the c
axis below Tc2, while at x < 0.3 the Er moments are ordered
in the basis plane. In the region 0.3 < x < 0.9 the transition at
the point Tc2 is a sharp S-FN first-order transition; analysis
of the neutron data of Woolf et al.23 has revealed that the
magnetization disappears abruptly at Tc2. Extrapolation to
zero magnetization yields the Curie temperature 6 in the
absence of superconductivity; it is shown by the dashed line
in Fig. 22 (at x = 0.6, the difference between 9 and Tc2 is 0.2
K).

T,K
8

lagnetically ordered'
phase

o,z
J 1 L.

0.6 O,8 f.O. x

FIG. 22. Phase diagram of the pseudoternary compound (Er, _ , Ho,)
Rh4B4. The dashed curve shows the temperature of the magnetic transi-
tion, 9, which would prevail in the absence of superconductivity.
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The reason for the S-FN transition without the appear-
ance of a coexistence phase in these compounds seems to
consist of more than the proximity of Tcl and 9. It may be
that, as in ErRh4B4, the disorder of the magnetic subsystem
in irregular crystals suppresses the coherent nonuniform
magnetic structure required for a coexistence phase. Mea-
surements of the hyperflne fields at the UB nuclei by an
NMR method by Kohara et al.146 at 1.3 K do in fact reveal a
marked scatter in the hyperfine fields in the compounds
Ert „ x Hox Rh4B4 with x = 0.6 and 0.8 in the presence of an
external magnetic field because of a random direction of the
Er moments and/or irregular position of the Ho moments.
The behavior of compounds with an irregular magnetic sub-
system is thus consistent with the suggestion that the mag-
netic disorder has a destructive effect on the coexistence
phase.

6. CONCLUSION

Here is a list of the aspects of the physics of magnetic
superconductors with localized magnetic moments which
we find the most interesting.

1. All magnetic superconductors are type II supercon-
ductors near Tcl, but slightly above TM in ferromagnets and
near 7"N in antiferromagnets they may be type I supercon-
ductors. The governing factors are the demagnetizing factor
and the relation between the parameters of the electromag-
netic and exchange interactions. This effect has been ob-
served in ErRh4B4, and an intermediate state can be ob-
served near 1 K in spherical samples of this compound.

2. In the same temperature interval in clean com-
pounds, a phase with a nonuniform superconducting order
parameter, of the LOFF type, can be produced in the pres-
ence of a parallel magnetic field. In ordinary superconduc-
tors this phase cannot be reached, and magnetic supercon-
ductors present a unique possibility for studying this phase
experimentally. In particular, it should be observed in plate-
shaped ErRh4B4 samples in a field perpendicular to the
plate. As yet we do not have an exhaustive theoretical analy-
sis of the LOFF phase.

3. In ferromagnetic superconductors with a regular
magnetic subsystem and a magnetic point TM <Tcl, a DS
coexistence phase should be observed below 7"M with a non-
uniform, one-dimensional, transverse magnetic structure of
a domain type. In clean compounds the superconducting co-
existence phase is of a gapless nature. Experimental data
indicate the occurrence of the DS phase in HoMo6Se8, Ho-
Mo6S8, and ErRh4B4. In ErRh4B4, however, this phase is
present in only a small fraction of the volume of the sample,
apparently because of a magnetic disorder in real samples of
this compound. The compound HoMo6S8 has been synthe-
sized only in the form of polycrystalline samples and is a
dirty superconductor.

4. Laser bombardment can suppress superconductivity
partially or completely without having any serious effect on
the magnetic order.93 It thus becomes possible to study mag-
netic structure in the absence of superconductivity in a tem-
perature range in which the coexistence phase exists, and it
also becomes possible to act on the magnetic structure

through the superconducting subsystem. Experiments of
this type would make it possible to see directly how super-
conductivity affects magnetic order. We might note that the
DS-FN transition can be observed by an optical method,
since the reflection of light in the FN phase depends on the
polarization, while there is no such dependence in the DS
phase.

Several experimental and theoretical problems of the
physics of magnetic superconductors await resolution.

First, there is the puzzling behavior of ErRh4B4 below
TM, although most researchers believe that this particular
compound is presently playing a crucial role in research on
the coexistence of superconductivity and ferromagnetism.
The hypothesis of asperomagnetism in ErRh4B4 can explain
the experimental facts, but the assumption of pronounced
magnetic disorder in a rather regular single crystal seems
implausible at first glance. In the near future we will un-
doubtedly see the answer to the question of the structure of
the magnetic order in the FN phase of this compound from
measurements of diffuse neutron scattering, from Moss-
bauer measurements in a magnetic field, and from NMR
studies of the hyperfine fields at the "B nuclei, analogous to
the measurements carried out by Kohara et al.l46 The appli-
cation of uniaxial pressure to single crystals might also clar-
ify the situation.

The ErRh4B4 problem seems to be intimately related to
the effect of magnetic disorder on the coexistence phase of
ferromagnetic superconductors. This problem has not yet
been studied theoretically. Experimentally, it would be in-
teresting to see measurements of small-angle neutron scat-
tering in a series of compounds Hoj _ x Y.,.Mo6Xg with in-
creasing values of x (X = S, Se).

An intriguing question is the possible observation of
localized superconductivity at domain walls in the normal
phase of returning superconductors. An analysis129 shows
that an experimental seach for superconducting domain
walls should be aimed primarily at irregular returning super-
conductors with an S-FN transitions without a coexistence
phase. The compound Ho1_xY,cMo6Sg seems the most
promising from this standpoint.
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